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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to analyze radiation from surface currents lying on 

an interface between a grounded, planar, lossless, isotropic, chiral slab and a 

simple lossless dielectric half-space. An eigenvalue-eigenfunction approach, 

specifically the Ohm-Raleigh method, is employed to obtain a modal expression 

for the full-wave Green's function. By using asymptotic techniques, the far-field 

electric field is found for an elemental point dipole source. The theory is directly 

applicable to radiation from a printed circuit antenna having a chiral substrate. 

Current research efforts show that under certain circumstances, the introduction 

of chiral materials as substrates of microstrip antennas offers novel radiation 

properties over achiral microstrip antennas. A number of representative 

antennas are analyzed with respect to radiation pattern, main beam position, 

and directivity.
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Preliminaries 

Electromagnetic field theory is the branch of science which "studies the 

effect of electric charges at rest and in motion" [Cheng, 1989]. Except in special 

cases, the net effect of electric charges can be completely described by 

Maxwell's classical field equations. The indefinite, local, differential Maxwell's 

equations are given by 

0 
V x E(¥,t) =-— BF, 1) (1.1.1a) 

Vx AlF,t)=J,(F,1)+= D(F.1) (1.1.1b) 

V-D(7,t)=4q,,(¥,0) (1.1.1c) 

V-B(F,¢) =0 (1.1.14d) 

where E(7,1), H(¥,t), D(#,t), B(7,t), J.,(7,0), and q,,(7,t) are, respectively, the 

electric field intensity (V/m), magnetic field intensity (A/m), electric flux density 

(C/m2): magnetic flux density (Wb/m2), electric volume current density (A/m2), and 

electric charge density (C/m3). The electric volume current density /,, (7,7) 

consists of /,(7,¢) and J, (7,1) corresponding to the source (impressed) volume 

current density and the medium volume current density. It is well known that 

Maxwell's four equations are not independent; indeed, (1d) is established by 

taking the divergence of (1a) and assuming that V-&(7,) has vanished at least



once for some instant in the past. Conservation of charge is demonstrated by the 

continuity equation 

V-J(F,t)= ~<4n(F.1) (1.1.2) 

which is established by taking the divergence of (1b) together with the 

substitution (1c). One can also show that (1c) follows directly from (1a) by 

application of the continuity equation. Interdependence among Maxwell's 

equations results in only two independent vector field equations, specifically, the 

two curl equations; therefore only six scalar equations (in three dimensions) can 

be found to solve for fifteen scalar unknowns; such a problem is indeterminate. 

To formulate a well posed (determinate) problem, one is obliged to find three 

vector (nine scalar) auxiliary relations called constitutive relations of the general 

form 

D(¥,t) = [ar [ar' é(F —F',1-1',7,1,E, H:a)-E(?',1') 
R° R} 

+ far’ [ae e(r —F',t-0',7,1,E, H,0)-AlF',0’) ts) 
R? R! 

B(7,1)= far’ ar’ alr —F',t-t',7,t,E,A0)-E(?',0') 
R R! 

- oi (1.1.3b) 
+ far’ | ar’ C(r-F',t-0',7,1,E,H;0)-Al?’,t’) 

R? R! 

Foy (Ft) = [abr fat! alr -7',1-0',7,1,E, Aa) E(r’,r’) 

wR oo (1.1.3c) 
+ far’ | ae’ a7 -7',t-1',7,t,E, H;0)-Al?',t’) 

R3 R! 

where the kernels € and & are the self and cross permitivity tensors, kernels 1 

and ¢ are the self and cross permeability tensors, and kernels G and 7 are the



self and cross conductivity tensors. Embedded within the representations (1.1.3) 

are the fundamental properties of temporal dispersion, spatial dispersion, 

inhomogeneity, nonstationarity, nonlinearity, anisotropicity, random behavior, 

magnetoelectric behavior, and absorption. Typically, a given medium will not 

possess all of these qualities simultaneously; thus, (1.1.3) can be specialized for 

the medium at hand. As a simple example, consider a non-dispersive, 

homogeneous, stationary, linear, isotropic, deterministic, non-magnetoelectric, 

lossless dielectric. Such a medium is labeled as a simple conducting dielectric 

(simple matter) and has constitutive relations given by 

D(F,t) =e E(7,t) (1.1.4a) 

B(F,t)=pA(F,t) (1.1.4b) 

J, (¥,t) =o E(7,t). (1.1.4c) 

A large amount of material can be classified as simple matter (at least in some 

regime), so (1.1.4) is a useful simplification of the general constitutive relations. 

A number of excellent introductory and advanced electromagnetics texts 

consider fundamental properties of simple matter [Cheng, 1989], [Balanis, 1989], 

[Jordan and Balmain, 1968]. Upon substitution of (1.1.4) into Maxwell's 

equations (1.1.1), a set of determinate (well-posed), local, differential equations 

are developed. In some instances, finding solutions to a coupled set of partial 

differential equations may be undesirable; in such cases if one assumes certain 

characteristics about the oscillatory fields, then additional simplifications can be 

made.



Under the assumption of monochromatic (time-harmonic) fields, one can 

use temporal Fourier transform theory to convert time derivative expressions into 

algebraic expressions producing coupled ordinary differential equations in the 

spectral domain. Time dependence can be re-introduced by the conventional 

notation 

(7,1) = R{b(F,o)e™ }. (1.1.5) 

For the sake of convenience, explicit time dependence is shown for space-time 

functions (@(7,t) = &(1)) while spatial dependence is implied, whereas both 

spatial and frequency dependence of phasor functions (O(F ,@)= ®) is implied. 

Additionally, the caret on phasor functions (® = ®) is omitted for simplicity and 

without confusion. With this notation and under monochromatic field conditions, 

the simple matter constitutive relations are 

—_ 

D=cE (1.1.6a) 

B= (1.1.6b) 

i, =o. (1.1.6c) 

Alternative representations of the constitutive relations consider the effect 

of electromagnetic fields at the atomic or molecular level. In such cases an 

electric dipole polarization density P and a magnetic dipole polarization density 

M are defined such that 

D(F,t) =e, E(F,t)+ P(F,t) (1.1.7a) 

B(7,1) =u, [AF 1) + (7,0). (1.1.7b)



Under the influence of an external electric field, electric dipoles at the atomic 

level (within the medium) tend to align with the applied field resulting in a net 

decrease of electric field within the medium. The electric field vector E in 

(1.1.7a) is not the applied field; rather it is the sum of both the applied field and 

the field generated by polarization. An alternative definition of P is that it 

represents the vector difference between the medium electric flux density and 

the electric flux density as would be experienced in vacuo from an electric field 

of equal strength. A similar analogy applies for 17. The polarizations can be 

written in general form as 

P(F,t)=%.-E(F,1) +X, BlF,t) (1.1.8a) 

M(F,t)=Xne E(F,t) +X BF) (1.1.8b) 

where x, and x, are the electric and magnetic self-susceptibility tensors and x,,, 

and x,,, account for magnetoelectric properties and are dubbed cross- 

susceptibility tensors. Each tensor may take on any number of the relationships 

described by (1.1.3) for general matter, however in simple matter 

P(F,t)=,¢,£(7,1) (1.1.9a) 

M(7,t)=%,,1(F,0) (1.1.9b) 

Substituting (1.1.9) into (1.1.7), one can show that (for simple matter) 

e=(l+yx,Je, =€,€ (1.1.10a) 
Qo 

W=(1+%,,JH, = HH (1.1.10b)



For more general media, the exact relationship between the polarization and 

field quantities can only be considered by careful analysis of the medium's 

structure. In the following sections a brief overview of chirality is presented to 

motivate the derivation of the chiral constitutive relations. 

1.2 Chirality 

Definition of Chirality: 

The properties of chiral media have been known for almost two centuries. 

A chiral object is one that cannot be brought into congruence with its mirror 

image through translation or rotation [Bassiri et a/., 1988]. In fact, the word chiral 

is derived from its Greek root yeip meaning hand or handedness [Pelet, 1991]. 

Chiral objects that occur in every-day life include golf clubs, musical instruments, 

and baseball gloves; in a more mathematical sense, wire helices, Mobius strips 

and irregular tetrahedrons also constitute chiral objects (Figure 1.2.1) [Jaggard 

et al., 1979]. In contrast, objects that are not chiral are called achiral; examples 

include any symmetric objects: cubes, spheres, cylinders, pyramids or cones. All 

objects are classified as either chiral or achiral. If an object is chiral, it 

necessarily must be either left-handed or right-handed. The mirror image of a 

chiral object is its enantiomorph. A left-handed object has a right-handed 

enantiomorph; similarly, a right-handed object's enantiomorph is left-handed. For 

example, the enantiomorph of a right circular helix is the left circular helix. 

Chemists have studied natural chiral molecules including sugars, amino acids, 

and DNA chains.



  

        
Figure 1.2.1 : A sketch showing chiral objects (left 
column) and their enantiomorphs (right column). From 
top to bottom are shown a helix, a Mobius strip, an 

irregular tetrahedron and a glove. [Reproduced from Jaggard, 1979. 

An example of a doubly enantiomorphic compound is Nutrasweet. The tastes of 

the four different varieties depend upon the combination of 

levorotatory(L)/dextrorotatory(D)-aspartyl and L/D-phenylalanine methyl ester: L- 

L is sweet, D-D is bitter, while L-D (D-L) is tasteless [Varadan et al., 1987b]. 

Media composed of a uniform distribution of chiral objects are called 

homogeneous isotropic chiral media, while media possessing complete 

macroscopic symmetry are known as achiral media. Examples of chiral media in 

the optical regime are well-documented: quartz crystal, oils such as turpentine 

and laurel, and solutions such as aqueous tartaric acid [Bassiri et a/., 1988].



Microwave chirality has been investigated with dielectric media embedded with 

wire helices (springs, spirals) and, more recently, researchers in polymer 

science have produced polymers displaying chiral properties. Properties of chiral 

media are quite dependent upon the handedness of the embedded objects. 

intuitively, the characteristics of chiral media also depend upon the degree of 

chirality. Consider the example of a wire helix: if a fixed length of wire is made 

into a helix and its diameter is increased and length decreased, the degree of 

chirality also decreases (Figure 1.2.2). 

History of Chirality: 

In the past two centuries, physicists, chemists and mathematicians have 

attributed optical activity to the interaction of electromagnetic waves with 

microscopic chiral objects embedded in various dielectric media [Bassiri ef a/., 

1988]. Early experimentalists such as Arago (1811) and Biot (1838) found that 

certain crystalline solids, as well as a variety of oils and acids, have the property 

of rotating the plane of polarization of linearly polarized light. By definition, 

classes of materials that rotate the plane of polarization clockwise (as seen by 

an observer facing the oncoming wave) are named dextrorotatory (D); 

conversely, levorotatory (L) materials rotate the plane of polarization counter- 

clockwise. Rotation of the plane of polarization by a medium was labeled optical 

activity because it occurred at the molecular level with waves at optical 

frequencies. Biot observed that the optical activity does not occur at the 

interface, but that it is a continuous process throughout the thickness of the 

medium.
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Figure 1.2.2 : Under the action of forces produced by the 
induced currents, a long helix (shown at left) is gradually 
shortened into more closely spaced loops of increased 
radius (shown at right). [Reproduced from Jaggard, 1979.] 

Fresnel (1822) demonstrated that linearly polarized light incident along the 

optical axis of quartz can be resolved into two components: a left handed 

circularly polarized ray and a right handed circularly polarized ray. He further 

indicated that the rotation of the plane of polarization is due to the unequal 

phase velocities of the two wave components. Pasteur (1848) later theorized 

that optical activity was manifested by the chirality of the molecules of the 

medium. Elementary experiments involving optical activity at microwave 

frequencies (hence, microwave activity, or more generally, electromagnetic 

activity) with wire helices were performed by Lindman (1920) and Pickering 

(1945) at the California Institute of Technology.



Recent Advances in Chirality: 

In the last two decades a large amount of research has been done by 

three major groups: Bassiri and Papas at the California Institute of Technology, 

Engheta and Jaggard at the University of Pennsylvania, and Varadan, Varadan, 

and Lakhtakia at Pennsylvania State. A number of fundamental papers on chiral 

media were published, including basic treatises on electromagnetic chirality 

[Jaggard et a/., 1979], discussions on wave propagation through a chiral-achiral 

interface and an infinite chiral slab [Bassiri et a/., 1988], radiation by a dipole 

embedded in a chiral medium [Bassiri ef a/., 1986], interaction of charged 

particles with chiral plates [Engheta and Michelson, 1982], dyadic Green's 

function for radiation in chiral media [Engheta and Bassiri, 1989], [Lakhtakia ef 

al., 1987, 1989], canonical sources and duality in chiral media [Jaggard ef a/., 

1988], electromagnetic waves in inhomogeneous chiral media [Weiglhofer, 

1990] and in anisotropic Faraday chiral media [Engheta et a/., 1992], and 

radiation potentials in chiral media [Varadan et a/., 1987b]. 

As the theory of electromagnetic chirality became more understood, 

applications to waveguide [Pelet and Engheta, 1990], radomes [Jaggard ef ai., 

1991], absorber [Jaggard et a/., 1989] [Varadan et a/., 1987a], phase shifters 

[Saadoun and Engheta, 1992] and microstrip [Pelet and Engheta, 1991, 1992a] 

were postulated. 

Investigation of chirowaveguides by Pelet and Engheta [Pelet and 

Engheta, 1990] determined that pure TE, TM, or TEM modes cannot exist in 

chiral waveguides. The same authors showed that chiral substrates and/or 

superstrates can, under certain conditions, be used to significantly reduce 

10



surface wave power in printed circuit antennas. Interest in chirostrip antennas 

ultimately led to several spectral full-wave theories [Pelet and Engheta, 1992b], 

[Toscano and Vegni, 1991], [Pozar, 1992]. In this thesis the efforts of various 

authors will be combined to present a detailed account of radiation properties 

inherent to chirostrip antennas. To illuminate such properties, the Green's 

function will be evaluated for a basic microstrip antenna geometry. The 

practicality of the Green's function is two-fold: its calculation is simpler than 

calculating the fields from an extended source, and its versatility allows one to 

determine the response from any source by a convolution type integral. 

Chiral Constitutive Relations: 

As stated in Section 1.1, constitutive relations describe the interaction of 

applied electromagnetic fields and a medium of interest; indeed, it is only 

through constitutive relations that Maxwell's classical field equations are 

modified to account for specific medium properties. For a special case of 

magnetoelectric media, chiral media, one expects a coupling of the electric and 

magnetic fields within the medium. To demonstrate such effects, consider the 

simplest chiral medium: a homogeneous collection of randomly oriented single- 

handed helices. A representative element is shown in Figure 1.2.3; this helix is 

right-handed; however the following analysis can be performed for its 

enantiomorph. Let the length and diameter of the helix be denoted by 2/ and 2a, 

respectively. Jaggard studied this problem and derived from first principles the 

electric and magnetic susceptibilities. His results are presented below without 

derivation; however, in the following discussion an attempt will be made to justify 

them: 

11



%, = N(21)’C/4 (1.2.1a) 

Xm =—N(na)’ /AL (1.2.1b) 

Nem = —Kme = FIN (21(na*) I) js (1.2.1¢) 

Here N is the number of non-interacting helices per unit volume, C is the 

capacitance of the helix, and L is the inductance of the helix [Jaggard, 1979]. 

Using these results and 1.1.8, one can write the chiral constitutive 

relations as 

D(7,o)= E(7,o)— j€, B(F,0) (1.2.2a) 

AlF,o) =—jt, E(?,0) +2 B(F,0) (1.2.2b) 
ul 

where e and p are the dielectric permitivity (due to the net effect of the host 

dielectric and the embedded objects) and permeability, respectively, and &, is 

the chiral admittance with units of Q". If €&, is zero, the constitutive relations 

reduce to those for simple achiral media. Two types of chiral material can be 

characterized by the sign of €,: for €, > 0 the material is right-handed 

(dextrorotatory), and for €, < 0 the material is left-handed (levorotatorary). 

Constitutive relations of this form are often used by Bassiri, Engheta, Jaggard, 

and Vegni. 

12



m—- 2a 

RIGHT-HANDED 

Figure 1.2.3 : Idealized short helix used in calculations. 
The plane of the loop is perpendicular to the axis of the 
straight portion of the wire. [Reproduced from Jaggard, 1979] 

An alternative form of the constitutive relations is used by other authors, 

including Varadan, Lakhtakia, and Weiglhofer. This alternative form is 

D(r,o) = [E(7,0)+BV x E(7,o)| (1.2.3a) 

bo
 

(7,0) =» [A(7,0)+BV x Al7,o)] (1.2.3b) 

where 8 is the chirality parameter measured in m-1 [Lakhtakia et a/., 1989]. Of 

course, a Chirality parameter of zero forces the constitutive relations to be those 

of a simple achiral dielectric medium. Both formulations (1.2.2) and (1.2.3) are 

shown to be equivalent under monochromatic conditions [Weiglhofer 1991] by 

the substitutions 

13



Eq) > Eq) (1.2.4a) 

Ly 2— 2 (1.2.4b) 

E, > 0&8 (1.2.4c) 

The number in parenthesis refers to the first (1.2.2) or second (1.2.3) group of 

constitutive relations. In the context of this thesis, the first set of constitutive 

relations (1.2.2) will be used exclusively; however, it should be noted that results 

in this thesis can be reformulated in terms of the second set of constitutive 

relations using the conditions in (1.2.4). 

To understand the nature of the electric and magnetic field coupling 

mechanism in chiral media, consider an electric field incident on a helix as 

shown in Figure 1.2.4. 

tl
 

am
! 

  

Figure 1.2.4 : An electric field incident on a right-handed helix. 
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The impressed field forces positive and negative charges to accumulate on both 

stems of the helix. Except in the trivial static case, the field is oscillatory, causing 

current to flow continuously through the stem and loop. The current in the loop 

generates an induced magnetic dipole moment directed normally to the loop 

along its axis. If the stem of the helix is aligned with the incident electric field, the 

electrically induced magnetization vector points in the direction of the electric 

field vector; however, when the helix is tilted away from this axis, only a 

component of the magnetization parallels the applied electric field. Ina 

collection of randomly oriented helices, the magnetization components along the 

normal to & tend to cancel and only the parallel component contributes to the 

bulk magnetization. It is also noted that the induced magnetic field lags the 

impressed electric field by ninety degrees (by the continuity equation) since the 

movement of electric charge (current) is required to give rise to the magnetic 

field. In a similar fashion, the impressed dynamic magnetic field induces a 

current on the loop portion of the helix giving rise to a polarization along the 

helix stem. Causality indicates that magnetically induced electrical polarization 

lags the magnetic field; in fact, the lag is again ninety degrees by virtue of 

Faraday's law of induction. 

Chiral Vector Wave Equations: 

The electric and magnetic fields in chiral regions satisfy the time- 

harmonic local Maxwell's equations 

Vx E=-joB | (1.2.5a) 

Vx H=F+ joD (1.2.5b) 
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with the constitutive parameters (1.2.2). Here, J denotes /,,. Using Maxwell's 

equations (1.2.5) and constitutive relations (1.2.2), one finds the chiral vector 

wave equations for the electric and magnetic monochromatic fields: 

VxVxE-2opt,V x E-@7*psek = —jopJ (1.2.6a) 

VxV x H-2opé Vx H-o pe = Vx J -ope,J (1.2.6b) 

A detailed derivation of these equations is provided in Appendix A. The vector 

wave equations hold equally well in chiral and achiral regions, however achiral 

regions are characterized by a chirality parameter €, = 0. Under the achiral 

constraint, (1.2.6) reduce to the familiar vector wave equations 

VxVxE£-o7pek = —jops (1.2.7a) 

VxVxH-o*pweH =VxJ (1.2.7b) 

characterizing a simple dielectric. 

Propagation Modes in Unbounded Chiral Media: 

An unbounded achiral simple lossless dielectric is characterized by a 

single propagation mode (wave number), usually given as & = o,/ue. Chiral 

media, on the other hand, exhibit mode bifurcation (two propagation modes 

exist). The derivation of propagation modes by plane wave analysis is presented 

in Appendix D. The final results are 

k, =+0€ + (oE nu) +078. (1.2.8) 
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One immediately notices a mode bifurcation corresponding to the sign of the first 

term. The wavenumber of a medium is a measure of its phase speed; as a 

consequence there will be two phase speeds for chiral media. One mode 

characterizes propagation of a right-circular polarization (RCP) wave, and the 

other characterizes propagation of a left-circular polarization (LCP) wave. 

Depending upon the sign of €., either the RCP or the LCP wave has a faster 

phase speed. Although plane wave analysis of a medium is considered the 

formal method for characterizing the propagation modes, one finds that the poles 

of the integral representation of the Green's function for an elemental point 

source embedded in the medium also correspond to the allowable propagation 

modes. 

Two interesting features of the wavenumbers given in (1.2.8) are that the 

arithmetic mean of the RCP and LCP wavenumbers is independent of the sign of 

chirality parameter €., and that the geometric mean of the wave numbers 

reduces to the achiral dielectric wavenumber [Jaggard, 1989]. The latter effect 

seems to convey that the chirality of a medium favors the propagation of one 

mode (with respect to a simple achiral dielectric) while retarding the other mode. 

  

1if one cosiders a spherical wave with functional form (7,1) = f(r) cos(at - kr + const) and 

takes a first time derivative, the phase speed is given by v p= of In air, the phase speed of a 

spherical wave is the speed of light (c = 3-10° m/s). 
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Chapter 2 

Chirostrip Problem 

2.1 Antenna Geometry 

Consider an infinite planar interface between a grounded chiral slab and 

a semi-infinite achiral half-space. Designate region 1 as the half-space (z > d) 

and region 2 as the chiral slab (0 < z < d) bounded at z = 0 by a sheet perfect 

conductor (oc > «). The basic antenna geometry is shown in Figure 2.1.1. 

Z 

region 1 

  

y    
   

  

region 2 
  

perfect conductor 

Figure 2.1.1 : Geometry of planar chiral microstrip structure. 

The substrate (region 2) has permitivity ¢, permeability 1, chirality €,, and 

thickness d. The achiral half-space is characterized by parameters ¢e, and LL, 

(air). A patch with planar surface current excitation 

I(x’, y',2') = T(x! y')8(2" —d)a, + I(x', y)8(2'-d)a (2.1.1) 
¥ 
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is located at the interface (z = d). The goal is to find the electric field in both 

regions for arbitrary excitation. Ultimately, the surface current is replaced by 

elemental point charges of unit strength and the electric and magnetic fields are 

found by integrating a dyadic Green's function over the physical extent of the 

source. 

2.2 Boundary Conditions 

Boundary conditions and radiation conditions must be established for the 

geometry of Figure 2.1.1. At (z = 0) the tangential electric field must vanish due 

to the groundplane, and at (z = d) the tangential field components must be 

continuous at the interface. The boundary conditions are given by 

G4. xE'=4,xE? at z=d (2.2.1a) 

16 xVx EF =-08.4 xB +44 xv xP at z=d (2.2.1b) 
Ho H 

G.xE? =0 at z=0 (2.2.1¢c) 

where the superscript designates the region. Qualitatively, (2.2.1a) requires 

continuity of the tangential electric field at the interface; (2.2.1b) is a direct 

consequence of (1.2.2b) and (1.2.5a) and requires continuity of the tangential 

magnetic field at the interface; (2.2.1c) requires that the tangential component of 

the electric field vanish on the groundplane. The second boundary condition is 

interesting in that the continuity of the magnetic field is imposed by specifying an 
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equivalent condition for the electric field. A derivation of this boundary condition 

is provided in Appendix A. 

For large z (z - «) radiation conditions must be met by both electric and 

magnetic field quantities. Essentially the radiation condition requires outward- 

propagating plane wave type behavior (in spherical distance r) in the far-field 

[Collin, 1991]. Thus it is required that 

lim r(V x E+ jk,4, x E) =0. (2.2.2) 

The far zone radiation fields of the chirostrip antenna is the subject of Chapters 

4 and 5. 

2.3 Green's Function Representation 

Following a standard Green's function procedure, 2 linearity permits the 

representation 

E(F) =-jop| \J@ (7,7). T(r") av’ (2.3.1) 

where G (7,7’) is the dyadic Green's function of the composite medium. To 

simplify the analytical computation of G (7,7’), consider independent Green's 

functions for each region: G' (7,7) for region 1 and G’(,F') for region 2. 

  

2The standard procedure for determining the relationship between the electric field and its 
Green's function consists of writing two sets of wave equations: one for the electric field with a 
general source distribution and another for the Green's function with a unit dyadic point 
source.The first equation is then meultiplied by the Green's function and the second one by the 
electric field. These two expressions are subtracted and integrated over the domain. The 
resulting expression together with the appropriate boundary conditions establishes the desired 

relationship. 
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Furthermore, G'(7,7’) can be considered the superposition of a free space 

(unbounded) dyadic Green's function G! (7,7’) and a scattered Green's function 

G'(7,7') [Tai, 1971]. In certain situations to be established later, it may be more 

beneficial to express G? (7,7’) as a superposition of bounded and unbounded 

Green's functions rather than G' (7,7). 

Substitution of the dyadic Green's function representation (2.3.1) into the 

achiral vector wave equation (1.2.7a) for region 1 provides the conventional 

achiral free space dyadic wave equation given by 

VxVxGi(77')-k, Gil 7’) = 18(F —7') (2.3.2) 

k, being the free space wavenumber. Note that the adjective ‘free space’ does 

not imply a vacuum, rather it denotes an unbounded medium. In air, one finds 

that k, = OME, . Similarly, substitution of (2.3.1) into the chiral vector wave 

equation (1.2.6a) produces the chiral equivalent: 

Vx Vx G?(7,F’)—2opé,V x G?(7,7')—opeG? (7,7) = 1(F -7') (2.3.3) 

If the chirality parameter is zero, (2.3.3) reduces to its achiral counterpart (2.3.2). 

It should be noted, also, that the primary complication of (2.3.3) over (2.3.2) is 

the addition of the single curl term; this term arises because of the inseparability 

of the electric and magnetic fields in the constitutive relations (1.2.2). 
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Chapter 3 

Chirostrip Solution 

3.1 Solution Methodology 

In order to solve a source problem by spectral analysis, the modal 

representation of the Green's function is required. Often, the Green's function is 

expanded in terms of basic eigenfunctions by a procedure known as the Ohm- 

Raleigh method. To simplify the problem, one splits the general Green's function 

into separate Green's functions for each solution region. Also, the Green's 

function in the region encompassing the source is further divided into a free 

space (unbounded) Green's function and a scattered Green's function. The 

ultimate goal is to meet boundary conditions on the Green's function for each 

region by choosing the correct superposition of basic eigenfunctions. Once the 

Green's function is determined, the response due to any arbitrary source can be 

found by a convolution-type integral. 

3.2 Ohm-Raleigh Theory 

It is well known that if a basis set satisfies the mathematical notions of 

othonormality and completeness then any continuous, bounded function can be 

represented by an infinite expansion in terms of the given basis. For the vector 

wave equation, the Ohm-Raleigh method requires a basis set comprised of the 
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eigenfunctions of the curl curl operator. The eigenfunctions are given the name 

vector wave functions and have been studied extensively [Hansen, 1935], 

[Stratton, 1941], [Morse and Feshbach, 1953], [Tai, 1971], [Collin, 1991]. The 

ultimate goal is to expand the Green's function in terms of these orthonormal 

vector wave functions. Vector wave functions () are eigenfunctions of the 

homogeneous vector wave equation 

VxVxF-k’F=0 (3.2.1) 

where k is an eigenvalue (modulus of an unspecified propagation constant). One 

should not confuse the eigenvalue k with the free space wavenumbers k, 

and k,. Under the assumption of solenoidal eigenfunctions (V-F = 0), two 

linearly independent sets of vector wave functions satisfy (3.2.1); they are 

conventionally designated by the functions 14 and N. Using these functions as 

basic building blocks, one can construct the solution to a number of canonical 

boundary-value problems. For a complete set of basis functions, one must also 

consider irrotational eigenfunctions (V x F = 0) as well as solenoidal 

eigenfunctions; however, for homogeneous isotropic media, one finds that the 

irrotational eigenfunctions lie in the null space of the curl curl operator (V x V x). 

In some instances, it may be necessary to account for irrotational eigenfunctions 

(denoted £), but in the course of this thesis, their omission does not introduce 

any lack of generality. 

If ¥, and ‘¥., (called scalar generating functions) are solutions to the 

scalar Helmholtz (reduced wave) equation 

VY, +k? ¥, =0 (3.2.2) 
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and a, is a constant (piloting) vector, then the vector wave functions are given by 

M=Vx (4, | (3.2.3a) 

N =<V <V x[%a,]. (3.2.3b) 

Additionally, it can be shown that if ‘¥, = 5, then 44 and W are coupled through 

N= a <M (3.2.4a) 

M= -V XW. (3.2.4b) 

Complete justification for these seemingly arbitrary choices of 1f and N 

is given in Appendix B. Once suitable solutions to the scalar Helmholtz equation 

have been chosen, one applies two differential vector operators [cf. Eq. (3.2.3)] 

and produces two families of vector-valued basis functions. The choice of 

solutions , and Y, to the reduced wave equation is dependent upon the 

geometry of the problem; in the problem at hand, the geometry is radially 

symmetric and vertically layered, thus the natural coordinate system is 

cylindrical coordinates. 

3.3 Achiral Vector Wave Functions 

To determine the scalar generating functions, one uses the method of 

separation of variables in a cylindrical geometry. Choose, as the solution to the 

scalar Helmholtz equation, functions of the form 
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cos ; 

Ww AA)=I,(Ap) . ndbe™ (3.3.1) 
o sin 

with a piloting vector in the @, direction. The general solution to the scalar 

Helmholtz equation is found by a linear superposition of solutions (3.3.1) in 

eigenvalue space. In a bounded domain, two eigenvalues are required and are 

found by imposing proper boundary conditions (Dirichlet, Neuman, or Robbin) on 

the walls of the domain; however, in a continuous domain, the eigenvalues are 

continuous and unconstrained and, therefore, merge into a single parameter A. 

Since two distinct families of solutions to the scalar wave equation no longer 

exist as in the bounded problem, the scalar generating functions are identical 

and the vector wave functions obey the relationship (3.2.4). 

The functions J,(Ap) are not independent of J,(-Ap); as a consequence, 

one need only consider positive values of 2. 

DO ~—- 

w(h,r) = | [d[C,(4,2)cosng+D,(h,) sinng]J, (Ape ™ dadh (3.3.2) 
—od n=0 

By applying the operators in (3.2.3), the vector wave functions are given by: 

_ =) _[—_n sng COS 8 | ite M,, (h,A;F) = fe2s, (Ap) cogtd 4 “a » (Ap) sin | e (3.3.3a) 

_ cos sin Cos 
Nh ury=t ~jh-5. (rp) nga, +208 (Ap) no a, +I, (Ap) nod, |e™ 

° k Op sin p cos sin 

(3.3.3b) 

with k? = 2? +h’, h being the transverse wavenumber and A the radial 

wavenumber. The subscripts e and o denote even and odd (azimuthal) modes; 

both types are included at this stage because a synthesis of both modes is 
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required unless the source is azimuthally symmetric. Explicit eigenvalue 

dependence is denoted by the placement of n in the subscript of the 

eigenfunction and h and J in the parameter list. Although (3.3.2) bears some 

resemblance to a Fourier spatial transform ( f(h) <> f(z)), the spectral 

function e~”” is to be regarded as an eigenfunction of the expansion rather than 

a Fourier kernel. 

By virtue of the synthesis in (2.3.1), the Green's function represents the 

electric field response due to an elementary point source. One can show that the 

vector wave functions (3.3.3) represent TE and TM modes. Specifically, TE 

modes are represented by the 4/ functions and TM modes by the WN functions; 

if, on the other hand, the Green's function were to represent a synthesis for the 

magnetic field, then the role of A¢ and N would be reversed. 

In order to guarantee that (3.3.3) constitutes a mathematical basis, the 

properties of normality, orthogonality, and completeness must be established. 

The normalization factor is found by integrating the dot product of two similar, 

yet orthogonal (when 4zh’ and 1. #42’), functions over all space, viz., 

4x? 
  

  

[[far 47, (2,457)- a1; (1,057) =——28(h-1')8(2-2’) (3.3.4a) 
y oO oO Eon 

2 

[far N,,(2,23F)-12,(h',057) = “2 2.8(h—h')8(4—/) (3.3.4b) 
y o o Eo, 

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. Alternatively, since the 

complex dependence is fully contained in the complex exponential having h as a 

factor, the complex conjugate can be denoted by functional dependence on -h. 

The orthogonality relationships claim that two bi-orthogonal functions are linearly 
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independent. Bi-orthogonality is shown by integrating over all space the dot 

product of two dissimilar functions. 

JJJar a4 dF M,,(h,;F)-Ne(h,A'sF) = 0 (3.3.5) 

The normality and orthogonality conditions are derived in Appendix-C. 

3.4 Chiral Vector Wave Function 

Although the general Ohm-Raleigh theory directly applies to determining 

solutions to the achiral vector wave equation for almost any geometry, slight 

modifications must be made to account for chirality. Specifically, research has 

shown that pure TE or TM modes cannot exist in isotropic chiral media [Pelet ef 

al., 1991], thus it is expected that 1/7 or N alone cannot satisfy the chiral vector 

wave equation. Combinations of TE and TM modes (hybrid modes) can exist, 

however; thus one expects a linear superposition of eigenfunctions / and NV. 

To this end, one forms the superpositions 

M,(h, 437) + N,,(h, 437) 
  

  

V, (h,A7) =—2 a a (3.4.1a) 

M,,(h,2;7)- N,,(h,A3F) 
W, (2,037) =—2 To 2 (3.4.1b) 

Substitution of (3.4.1) into the source-free achiral vector wave equation 

demonstrates that the choice of superposition is allowable for the achiral region. 

Since in establishing 4 and W the scalar generating functions are identical 

(Y=, =,), Vand W are related by the curl equations (in analogy to (3.2.4)) 
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V=—VxV (3.4.2a) 

W=--VxW (3.4.2b) 

The normality and orthogonality conditions (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) similarly hold true 

for V and W: ) 

  

  

\NJer )-Ve (A, AF) = - 4m" 4 8(h—h')8(A—2') (3.4.3a) 

Jar )-W,, WARNS 7)=" . ua *—1.8(h—h')8(A—2’) (3.4.3b) 

JJfer r)-We(n', MF) =0 (3.4.3c) 

With the orthogonality and normalization conditions established, it is now 

possible to determine the completeness relation for the basis eigenfunctions. 

The goal is to express the Dirac delta function as a synthesis of eigenfunctions, 

in this case a linear combination of V and W functions: 

T3(F-7")= | dh] RY| Peg Bs AsF) Ags A ASF?) + Wg (B ASF) Bea uF], (3.4.4) 
So 9 nok ? o 0 

The eigenfunctions V and W are given in (3.4.1) and the functions A and B are 

unknown coefficients of the problem; the goal is to determine these coefficients. 

The shorthand notation in (3.4.4) implies that a total of four coefficients must be 

determined: two for each of the odd and even modes. To this end, one takes the 

anterior scalar product of (3.4.4) with one eigenfunction and integrates over all 

space: 
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Sav V*(h',\:7)-18(F —F") = 

ia fala, * (hd) [Pea(h, RiP) Agg(h,23F")+We9(h, dF) B,, (A, 257") | 

(3.4.5) 

Using the sifting property of the spatial Dirac delta function, the orthogonality 

conditions, and normalization relations, (3.4.5) reduces to 

Vow (h'AsF') = jajnx|*28,        _H")8 5(A-1) (hr) 3.4.6) 

from which one obtains 

4° 

Eo 

  Vo (nN) =—— AAP). (3.4.7) 

Then, the coefficients are given by 

- € - 
A, (hv; F')=—92-V" (h,v3F') . 3.4.8a eal r ) 4n2r ca r ) ( ) 

Similarly, one finds 

B.(h,A;F") = —_-W7, (A, 037’) (3.4.8b) 
o 4m X © 

  

and the full expansion is given by 

  

5(7 -7") = fanjany Eon ALAC FW, (h, Aa") + Wey (ha F Ah, 57") | (3.4.9) 

The ability to represent the Dirac delta function in terms of the basis 

eigenfunctions guarantees that the set of eigenfunctions is mathematically 
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complete. The property of completeness, together with normality and 

orthogonality, constitute the fundamental properties of a basis set. If any one of 

these properties did not exist for the set of eigenfunctions under consideration, 

then the Ohm-Raleigh method would fail. The ultimate goal is to find the 

eigenfunction expansion of the dyadic free space Green's function G; (7,7'). The 

procedure is straightforward: one applies an eigenfunction expansion for the 

Green's function to the nonhomogeneous vector wave equation and solves for 

the unknown coefficients of the expansion. The end result is a complete modal 

expansion for the dyadic Green's function. 

3.5 Free Space Achiral Dyadic Green's Function 

As in the previous modal expansion, expand G; (7,7") in terms of known 

eigenfunctions and unknown coefficients. Since eventually one is interested in 

matching the modes at the interface, a suitable structure is chosen for the 

Green's function to imitate the structure of the completeness relation (expansion 

of the dyadic Dirac delta function). The following composition seems 

appropriate: 

G! = st = fon iP =\T7* = (7,7 )=f an [aay | 4, (h, A)V.,.(h, As? V2, (h, ASP") + 
° ° (3.5.1) 

b (h,a)W,.(h, As? )W. (1,437")| 

  

In general, the unknown coefficients a,(/,2.)and }(h,2.)depend upon the odd or 

even nature of the eigenfunctions, as well as upon the value of subscript n, but 
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this case they do not. Substitution of the modal expansion of G! (7,7') into the 

nonhomogeneous vector wave equation (2.3.2) leads to the result 

[k? - ke Ja(h,d) =1 (3.5.2a) 

[k? - ke ]b(A,0) =1 (3.5.2b) 

by virtue of the eigenfunction/eigenvalue problem V x V x G, (7,7') = k’G.(F,7"). 

Eq. (3.5.2) can be solved for the coefficients 

1 
h,d.) = bth, rv.) = ———- a\hi) = bh, ) = sa (3.5.3) 

with the substitution &? = 4? +A”. The full modal expansion of G; (7,7') is given 

by 

Gi) (FF) = [ajay 
-o 9 an?n(a? +h? ~ ke | Fa asF Win lh, 2:7") +W,q(h, 2:7) w(h,as")| n=0 

~ oO é e 
o oO 

with the eigenfunctions given previously in (3.3.3) and (3.4.1). 

At this point, two possibilities exist: one can integrate over 1 and have 

remaining effectively an inverse Fourier transform over h, or one can perform the 

h integration to obtain the modal expansion along z, leaving a spectral % 

integration [Collin, 1991]. Either method is appropriate and the choice is solely 

dependent upon the geometry of the problem; in this case, the latter choice is 

preferable because ultimately one wishes to meet boundary conditions on z. To 

this end, a contour integration is performed in h; considering only the h 
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integration, and with the substitution 4, =k? —22 (recall k, =@,/u,€, in achiral 

free space), let 

* ] 

I= [dna 
-% 

| Pa (hs QsF We (A5F!) +7 (2; FW: (A, a3"), (3.5.6) 

A integration can be performed along a contour deformed from the real axis 

appropriately around the poles. The integration is evaluated using Cauchy's 

theorem together with Jordan's lemma. For this approach, it is necessary to 

separate the poles, viz., 

  

  

I=],+L (3.5.7a) 

1 Sp Jaa | Mens ards) +e ds F We has )| (3.5.7b) 
0 h o o o 

LF aml als PM ll GP) +H, (OF (957 )] (3.5.7c) 

Since the poles lie on the real axis, the integration path must be deformed; two 

cases are possible: contour C1 (Figure 4a) and contour C2 (Figure 4b). 

  

Im(h) Inn(h) 

C2 
R->00 

“ho -hO 
Re[h] ° Le Relh 

+h0 “ +h0 inl 

-700 C1     
Figure 3.5.1a: Positive propagating solutions Figure 3.5.1b: Negative propagating solutions 
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Contour C1 includes the positive pole and produces solutions propagating in +z, 

while contour C2 includes the negative pole and yields propagation in the -z 

direction. Use is made of Cauchy's theorem, 

f(z) faz =—j2nf(a) (3.5.8)   

where the integration is carried out in a counter-clockwise fashion. Integrating 

(3.5.7b) around C1 and (3.5.7c) around C2, respectively, yields 

  I= Y * | V, (hy, 437 Wo (Ay, 457) + Wn (My, 257) 7-.(hy,sF')| (3.5.9a) 
0 9° o ° ° 

I, = +l 7, (—hy, MxF Won (My, 457") +W,,(—My As?) 7-.(-h,:F")| (3.5.9b) 

The mathematics for the free space achiral dyadic Green's function is complete; 

by substitution, the final result is 

Go (7.F')= 72 | ayse| Py ASF Wa (Py AF) + Weg ig, 23 FI, 23”) | 
0 n=0 0 

(3.5.10a) 

(3.5.10b) 

where the ‘greater than’ and ‘less than’ signs denote positive z and negative z 

propagation, respectively. The appropriate solution (3.5.10a) or (3.5.10b) 

depends upon the location of the source and field point. Following convention, 
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primed coordinates are source points while unprimed coordinates refer to field 

(observation) points, then 

z>z'  : positive propagating solutions appropriate 

z<z’ : negative propagating solutions appropriate 

In the event that boundaries are introduced into the geometry (as in the 

microstrip antenna problem), linear combinations of (3.5.10) corresponding to 

both forward and reverse waves will be necessary to meet the boundary 

conditions. Before addressing the bounded problem however, it is instructive to 

repeat the procedure for free space chiral media because the mode structure will 

highlight interesting aspects of propagation in chiral media. 

3.6 Free Space Chiral Dyadic Green's Function 

The following analysis duplicates some aspects of the free space achiral 

discussion, but since enlightening features of the Ohm-Raleigh method for chiral 

media are addressed, it is well worth the effort. One begins with the dyadic 

expansion of the Green's function G; (7, 7’), viz., 

$F) = fat] aS, [aI a(n dsFVelhsAsF)+ 
4 é (3.6.1) 

b, (h, A) W,,(h, a7), (h, uF), 

  

which must be a solution to the nonhomogeneous chiral vector-wave equation 

VxVxG2(F,F')—2aueéV x G2(7,F')- o ueG? FF") = IAF -F'). (3.6.2) 
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The expansion of the Dirac delta has previously been given as 

  I(r —P') = fan any PoP, (h ast Ve dsr) +e air Wear’) 

(3.6.3) 

It should be noted that the spectral expansions (3.6.1) and (3.6.3) are based on 

the eigenfunctions of the achiral homogeneous wave equation (3.2.1), viz., 

VxVxF-kF=0 (3.6.4) 

By virtue of (3.2.4), (3.6.1), (3.6.3), and (3.6.4), (3.6.2) becomes 

  2 _@ Porn} fanny 2 =o “|, (A, A)V,,(h, 2,7 Veh, 25") + 

(2,7 (0,7?) e 
o 

b (h,v)W 

o
s
 

  ~2eopé, {i i} an| ay “on “la, (n, WV, enh, Aa? Won (A, A,F") + 
nao 4 

— By (h,2) Wn (2, 2,7 Wen (h, uF) o 

  

<0 2 © 5 _ . 

~ (ah on 7 A,r," (h,d,F Jae ry ego MP Weald RaP’) + 

Wo (7 We h,d.P)], 

(3.6.5) 

and by equating the terms in V and W,, two quadratic equations in k result. The 

coefficients a,(h,2.)and 5,(h,)are given by 
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l ] 

a,(0ih) = k?-2oytk-o7pe (k-k,)(k+k)’ (3.6.6a) 
  

_ I _ 1 
b,(h,h) = k? +2optk-o'pe (k-k)k+k,) (9.8.80) 
  

Note immediately the complexity that mode bifurcation introduces--the poles of 

(3.6.6) are no longer symmetric. To yield expressions involving only simple 

poles, (3.6.6) is brought into the form 

  

  

1 1 1 
l= ED mol (3.6.7a) 

I i I 
b,(h,2) = Lok (kok) mol (3.6.7b) 

Recall that the wave number k is defined in terms of the transverse and 

longitudinal wavenumbers as follows: k? = h? +27; thus, two possibilities exist 

for k: 

kath? +22. (3.6.8) 

The proper choice of k is not dictated by mathematics, either choice is 

appropriate and will yield similar results. In order to evaluate the integral along 

h, the substitution 

VN=ki-h (3.6.9) 

is necessary. To clarify any ambiguities, k is the eigenvalue, &, is the achiral free 

space wavenumber, and k, are the two chiral free space wavenumbers. In their 

most general form, one finds coefficients a_(,h,,4)and b(hj,,\)are given by 
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[h2_ pak? 
ahh, NP Heth, | _ | 

(k,+k )he-K2+k2| h-hh? hehehe 

  

  

  

(3.6.10a) 
Fl eskesk [1 1 

2k, +k YR +h | hh? hehe 

» (hh. 2)- +/P—eke tk [| 1 1 | 
wh k, +k) he—-k2-+k2| h-Jhe-k2 +k? hts hk 4 

2k, +h Sy bvhi-k Vik (3.6.10b) 

  

FP etk+k [ 1 1 ! 
Wk, +h WRK +k? | hh +k? ht he-A2+k2   

where the plus/minus sign in the subscript is independent of the sign of the 

numerator. For each case, however, the sign chosen for subscripts must be 

consistent and the sign chosen for the numerators must be consistent. When the 

contour integrations are performed (with the proper indentations around the 

poles), the free space Green's functions are 

  G>(r,7’)=2 JAS EP (h WW shor EH h APM AAP) 

    

2nk, +k mo ALA, 

(3.6.11a) 

(p2<(= xr) f ~ fon —V, J*(_ Fr’ kg Geer) = Lt fan 0B tat lh ha) Reh DoF eh DP) 

(3.6.11b) 

where again the notation suggests that (3.6.11a) is valid for positive propagating 

solutions, and (3.6.11b) is valid for negative propagating solutions. The 

expressions in (3.6.11) exhibit unusual behavior compared to the achiral case 

(3.5.10). One immediately notices that two wave numbers are required and that 

the V and W functions each represent either the LCP or RCP wave depending 
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upon the handedness of the medium. These results further indicate that linearly 

polarized waves do not propagate in chiral media--rather they are decomposed 

into elemental RCP and LCP waves with different wave numbers. 

3.7 Scattered Green's Functions 

The free space Green's functions for unbounded chiral and achiral media 

have been established. In order to meet boundary conditions at the interface for 

the microstrip antenna geometry, scattered Green's functions are necessary. 

Two options exist: add a scattered Green's function to the free space achiral 

Green's function for region 1 and meet boundary conditions by introducing a 

scattered Green's function for region 2; alternatively, add a scattered Green's 

function to the free space Green's function for region 2 and meet boundary 

conditions by introducing a scattered Green's function for region 1. The decision 

is dictated by the location of the source. When the source lies at the interface, 

either option is appropriate, but the former is more appealing because achiral 

media have a single wave number and the mathematics is simplified if one 

chooses to expand in terms of achiral vector wave functions. To this end, the 

following notation is appropriate: 

region1(z>d):  G'(#,F')=GP(F,F')+G'(7,7') (3.7.1a) 

region 2 (0<z<d): G’(7,F")=G?(7,F’). (3.7.1b) 

According to Ohm-Raleigh theory "the posterior elements [in the scattered 

Green's functions] must be the same as those of the free space Green's function 
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defined for z < z' so that the boundary conditions at the interface can be satisfied 

for any excitation [Tai, 4971]." The composite Green's functions are given by 

the linear combinations 

Orr) qlla 500] (aha a,d Weg Pa, AiF) +02 (Has)eal has iP) Peal AsP!) + 
n=0 

(8; (Hy2>% Pen (to»AiF) + bx ps,2)Peu (hy, AF) \en (ys iF") + 
o 

PsA: P Wea DosAsP?) a osAP ao AsP*) 
Oo Oo oO Oo 

(3.7.2a) 

G?(7,F')=— fan yao 
4n 0 0 

oO o 

{eet..a[ (Yon (h, ,AsF)— He y(-h, hit) + (yl AaF)Pyy(-h. BGP) 1 

>
 

% c2 (to s4)|(Pyu lh AsF) + Mah B57) )— (Mey h.s2i7)+Peq(“h.sAs7))]l Pog Bar) + 
h 

[
>
 

8 
+
 

Pah, shiF) — Way(—h, A3F) 4 en [ea(h Ast) —Veq(—hdsF))| + en 
o o 

@ 
o Oo 

k_ 

A (Fas) (Toul sAsP)+ Meal—hy iP) —(ea(h AP) +7eg(-h.,daP)) |b o(,337')} 

(3.7.2b) 

The Green's function representation (3.7.2a) is appropriate for region 1 since it 

represents a synthesis of waves moving in the positive z direction. If a boundary 

were introduced above the achiral medium, for instance a superstrate, then a 

more generalized form of (3.7.2a) would be required to account for downward 

reflections needed to satisfy the boundary conditions. Embedded in the 

intelligent construction of the chiral counterpart (3.7.2b) is the boundary 

condition requiring the tangential electric field to vanish on the groundplane at 
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(z = 0). Also, the anterior elements of (3.7.2b) are the vector wave functions 

corresponding to the negative Z propagating solutions of the free space achiral 

Green's function. The next goal is to find all the unknown coefficients a; (Hos yA), 

0 (Insd), BY (Faasd), By (Moe %)s 2 (Aoss%), Of (Fass%), di (Ms.%), and 
d”(h,..,) by satisfying the boundary conditions at (z = 0) and (z = d). The 

boundary conditions for the Green's functions are identical to those given in 

(2.2.1) by virtue of (2.3.1): 

a. xG! =4, xG?, at z=d (3.7.3a) 

1a xVx@ =-08 4, xG2 +14 xVxF, at z=d (3.7.3b) 
Ly Mu 

G& xG? =0. at z=0. (3.7.3c) 

The third boundary condition (3.7.3c) is automatically satisfied due to the 

intelligent choice of Green's function (3.7.2b). The former two boundary 

conditions produce two sets of four independent equations. By performing the 

differential operations and collecting appropriate terms, the coefficients are 

given by 

Fite 7 

a, Ty Ff. Ts Ne 7 tem 

” GL, f ff F 0 

“s =| ee _ fo gited ; (3.7.4a) 
c, Z, TI, ft fy Lo 

Cr Ly Ty Ty Ty ty oiled 

| Ho     
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with the 7 matrix elements given by 

Qi = ein! 

— g sho I, =e 

Ty = ia sin(h,d) 

Ni 

I, =4 
0 

= — 2 gin 
0 

hh 
L, = -2| —— 

23 2 
  

L,= jal sin(h,d)+=sin(hd) 

fy = Bo gin 
Lo 

Ly = — Fo got 
Lo 

i)
 

w
 

—_
 

we
 

w
 

ed
 
o
S
 

—
 Ww w
 

A
N
A
 

A
w
a
 

A
A
A
 

i —
 

we
     

h Ds oinlh d +7 sin(h_d) 

2| co h,d) — cof h_d)] 

Po o- ited 

cos(h,d)— 2 cos(h_d) 

(3.7.4b) 

(3.7.5a) 

(3.7.5b) 

(3.7.5¢c) 

(3.7.5d) 

(3.7.5e) 

(3.7.56) 

(3.7.59) 

(3.7.5h) 

(3.7.5i) 

(3.7.5)) 
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  T,,=j kth. Fin, a) sin (3.7.5k) 

  

  

  

  

a + 

— ke tk. [cos(h,d) + cos h_d)| (3.7.51) 
a 

hy — ghd I, =e? (3.7.5m) 
Ho 

hy -jhd Ti. =-—e7 (3.7.5n) 
Ho 

T,, =— kth) hh. cos(h,d) + cosh.) (3.7.50) 
jt kk k, 

T,=j kth. Psi. d) "sn a) (3.7.5p) 
H + - 

These matrix entries agree with those reported in the literature by Pelet and 

Engheta [Pelet, 1992]. The result of the operation (3.7.4a) for the first coefficient 

a’(h,.A)can be found in Appendix E; the complexity of each coefficient suggests 

that eventually one must resort to numerical methods to determine useful 

properties of the antenna. One simplification is possible: since the expressions 

for the coefficients do not depend upon n, the dependence in the subscript can 

be omitted without lack of generality. 

The problem is now well-defined; one prescribes the planar current 

distribution (2.1.1), computes the Green's functions (3.7.2), and the electric field 

is given by (2.3.1). The solution is valid everywhere in the half-space z>0. In 

many cases one is more interested in the radiated (far-zone) fields rather than 

the exact solution, thus asymptotic expressions can be used to simplify the 

Green's function (3.7.2a). 
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The next two chapters deal with the far-field problem. The method of 

steepest descent is employed to determine the asymptotic expressions for 

G' (F,F’). A surface current J(#’) is prescribed and the Green's function is used 

to determine the far-zone radiation patterns. Additional topics include the 

calculation of radiation patterns, main beam position, and directivity for a number 

of representative antennas. 
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Chapter 4 

Radiation Fields 

4.1 Asymptotic Integration of Green's Functions 

The full solution to the chirostrip antenna has been given in (3.7.2a). In 

order to gain physical insight into this solution, the spectral integration over 2» 

must be evaluated. Asymptotic expansions provide the mechanism to obtain 

physically significant results. Two expansions are possible: one for the radiation 

(space) waves and another for the surface (ground) waves. A uniform asymptotic 

expansion (valid for both regimes) is a difficult process and would involve a two 

dimensional steepest descent integration. Instead, the main thrust in this thesis 

is to understand the radiation fields, so an asymptotic expansion will be 

performed for large (spherical) distances. As is often the case in radiation, 

diffraction, or scattering problems, the integration will be carried out via a 

steepest descent (saddle-point) technique. (A tutorial survey of asymptotic 

analysis appears in Appendix F for the aid of the inexperienced reader.) The 

process consists of deforming the path of each integral through a path of 

steepest descent (ascent) through the saddle points of the integrand. As 

previously stated, the convergence is not uniform; if poles of the coefficients lie 

near the saddle point, they are not accounted for by this first order 

approximation. If surface waves are desired, a more careful analysis must be 

performed. 
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Rather than attempting to tackle the asymptotic expansion of (3.7.2a) in 

its entirety, consider first the component integral 

ASF’), (4.1.1) 

VF’), (4.1.3a) 

AF’). (4.1.3b) 

One observes a posteriori that the asymptotic expansions of (4.1.3a) and 

(4.1.3b) in the far zone are related by a complex constant. One notices also from 

(3.3.3) that the 4 dependence of and N is fully contained within Bessel 

functions and a complex exponential. To simplify the asymptotic expansion, it is 

desirable to have an infinite integration path. The integrand of (4.1.3a) and 

(4.1.3b) can be manipulated by applying properties of Bessel functions to 

change the semi-infinite path into an infinite path along the real axis [Tai, 1971]. 

The theory of the transformation is presented for the general case and then will 

be applied to the problem at hand. Consider the following canonic case: 

Olr) = far f.(1)5, (7). (4.1.4) 
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The Bessel function can be represented by a linear combination of Hankel 

functions of the first and second kinds [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972] 

== fay £.(y)[HO (rr) +HO'(ar)] (4.1.5) 

By a change of variable in the second integration (y > -y), one has 

=5 Jari )H,) (yr 14 fart y) Hy (-y), (4.1.6) 

and by virtue of the “half-circuit relation" between Hankel functions [Abramowitz 

and Stegun, 1972], H°?)(ze™) = -e-#" H"(z), the integral Q(r) can be written 

entirely in terms of Hankel functions of the first kind as 

Or) =5 fay KH) > fdr Fe HO (yr). (4.1.7) 

Next, one must make the assumption that f(y) has the symmetry property that 

fly) =—Syl-y)e?™™. (4.1.8) 

With this constraint, Q(r) can be simplified to 

=> Ja f.(y) )H (yr) + 5 Jar )H (yr), (4.1.9a) 

or 

“> fy f(y) H (yr). (4.1.9b) 

The latter possesses the desired property of an infinite integration path. Rather 

than applying this technique to each term of the integrals 7, and /,, an 
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operational notation will be used for convenience. Writing (4.1.3a) and (4.1.3b) 

as 

—_ J ta will) = \T7 ot h= 5 laa (h,, 437) V(h,,AsF"), (4.1.10a) 

I [a a7 (1) =) 17; oor =s6Ia (4,,4:7)V(h,,%F"), (4.1.10b) 

where the superscript (1) denotes that all Bessel functions have been written in 

terms of Hankel functions of the first kind. It remains to be shown that the 

coefficients of the Bessel functions satisfy the symmetry relation (4.1.8). The 

proof will not be shown here; its derivation is intuitively straightforward and does 

not highlight significant features of this method. 

The next step in preparing for asymptotic analysis is to substitute the 

asymptotic form of the Hankel function into (4.1.10). A more exact analysis 

would entail substituting the integral expression for the Hankel function and 

determining a two-dimensional steepest descent path; however, little is known 

about such techniques. In the special case where the poles corresponding to the 

radiation modes lie on the real axis is the double steepest descent integration 

simplified; in such circumstances, the steepest descent integration becomes a 

stationary phase integration and can be evaluated by well-known techniques. 

At this stage, it is important to distinguish between two types of "far-field" 

behavior. One case, for large r and z, but not large p is the conventional far- 

field, but the case of large r and p and small z is also far-field in the sense that 

the spherical distance from source point to field point is large. In this case, 

however, the geometry of the problem actually "punctures" the far-field. It may 
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seem that an asymptotic substitution for large k,r sin@ is inappropriate, and 

strictly mathematically speaking the substitution is unfounded; however, if one is 

interested solely in the radiation modes and not the surface wave modes, then 

the substitution saves one from a double steepest descent integral and yet 

provides identical results. As it happens, if a double steepest descent integration 

is attempted, one finds that the poles along the real axis correspond to radiation 

modes, while those elsewhere in the complex plane are roughly due to surface 

waves. A similar problem studied by Papas was the radiation from infinitely long 

cylindrical antennas [Papas, 1949]; later Kueh! showed that both integration 

techniques provided identical results [Kuehl, 1960]. 

In lieu of performing the double integration, one justifies the direct 

substitution of the asymptotic form of the Hankel function with the disclaimer that 

the solution will only "pick out" the radiation modes and will omit all surface wave 

modes. If a pole of the coefficients (due to a surface wave component) were to 

be near the saddle point, its effect would not be included in this calculation. The 

analytical details of the asymptotic expansion of the Hankel function can be 

found in [Bleistein and Handelsman, 1986]; the final result is 

H(z) = {2 jy *e*, z—>0, valid for —x<argz<2n. (4.1.11) 
TZ 

In this case, 

H (2p) = | (jer (4.1.12a) 
TAP 

2 yO (yp) =— |2-(j)"**e-| jn gl]. (4.1.12b) 
Op TAP 2p 
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Using (4.1.12) in (3.3.3), 1 and N become 

_ sin cos : 
HA n,a:7)=| 2 no, «{ ae nba (j)""" —— eo Hoort (4.1.13a) 

o p p j sin TAP 

— cos ‘yy sin COs 
hag) i sha) nbd, te nba,+X nbd, 

k 2p /sin P cos sin oO (4.1.13b) 
x (jr 2 g-ilrprig) 

TAP 

Since eventually one is interested in spherical coordinate system solutions, the 

next step is to convert from cylindrical coordinates (p,o,z) to spherical 

coordinates (r,6,6) by the usual transformations (see Figure 4.1.1) 

p=rsind, (4.1.14a) 

z=rcos0. (4.1.14b) 

Omitting intermediate steps, one can show that in the far-field (where field 

quantities of order less than y are omitted), the expressions for 1 and N” 

are given by 

. . COS hc 
(hrs) a,j) A4|——— ng eee) (4.1.15a) 

0 mAr sin§ sin 

__ 1 2 cos cos ine 
Nw h AF ~—(j n+}6 —hr a 442 nod ~Ir(AsinO+h, cos8) 

go Co MPa eT ee xarsind |e sin PA nba.) 

(4.1.15b) 
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4 

  _— 

Figure 4.1.1 : Spherical coordinate system. 
[Reproduced from Jordan and Balmain, 1968.] 

Given these far-field expressions, the next step is to perform the spectral 

integration over A for the asymptotic Green's function. To this end, we replace 

M” in (4.1.10a) by its equivalent far-field expression (4.1.15a) and produce the 

following spectral integral: 

2 cos 

TAr sin§ sin 
  

= 1 * ar = .f .\nt I =—~ |— 24 
' 9/2 bn {ai0) 

crower I, AF) (4.1.16). 

After some minor manipulation, the integration is essentially 
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yr 
=~ Hi? aan =- -jr (Asind+h, cos®) L=4 AF V(h,, 437") irl 4.1.17 

* V4anr sind sin [> h, ° ( ) 

This integral can be approximated by steepest descent (saddle-point) integration 

techniques. Since the integration variable 1 varies along the real axis, the 

exponential in (4.1.17) is purely real if one can guarantee #, = Jk, -2 is purely 

real near the saddle points. In fact, since the poles of the coefficients are not 

accounted for, the path can be deformed from the real axis into a steepest- 

descent path. With this assumption, the integration can be performed by means 

of techniques found in [ Felsen and Marcuvitz, 1973]. Given an integral of the 

canonic form 

Q)= J f(z) edz, (4.1.18) 
SDP 

then, under the conditions that f(z) and q(z) are analytic near the single first 

order saddle point at z, and g(z) =—jg(z), (4.1.17) can be approximated by 

1(Q)~ Jr =~ f(z,)e eH 9''(z,)20. (4.1.19) 
Aart :)   

With the stated assumptions, the integral () can now be approximated as 

of .\nty 

_ jj) COs io “a. t) p-ilker-%) I, =4,=——__.. no Vk, cos8,k, sin@;7’) e? ™. 4.1.20 
* /2k,rsin® sin ( ) ( ) 

Applying the same techniques to J/,, one finds 

7 -(j)"* cos as ano no V(k,cos0,k, sin@;7") eM", (4.1.21) 
rsin sin 

I,= 
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where the coordinate transformation a4, = 4, cos@ ~ a, sin@ provides a conversion 

from cylindrical coordinates to spherical coordinates. 

In a very similar manner, the integrals with integrand W(h,,A;7 ") can be 

evaluated. Let 

2 on ; 
t= Jo 7) W(h,, 037") (4.1.21) 

Again with J = /,+1,, the integrals with explicit 44 and N” dependence can be 

written as 

aloe ~ MA h, JAF) W(h,, PF ') (4.1.22a) 

I=5 oh. [= N (a, a7) W(h,, GF’) (4.1.22b) 

Applying steepest descent techniques, these integrals evaluate to 

i(j)"* cos I,=4, ‘Tok rand in? W(k, cos0,k, sin0;7") eM) (4.1.23a) 

Gi cos y -j(kar-%) = G, —=-———  . no W(k,cos0,k, sin8;7’) e7'" ” 4.1.23b Tirana sinh? M0080. sin6:7’) (4.1.23b) 

Substituting the asymptotic expressions into the Green's function (3.7.2a), one 

finds an expression of physical significance: 
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gg dlker-%) cos Gi pF _ J é€ .- nt = Fang, 2B) nd x 
1/4,[ (a” +a”)7(k, cos®, k, sin0;7") +(b” +b” )W(k, cos®, k, sin 0;7’) 

+V(—k, cos0,k, sin0;7') +W(-k, cos0,k, sin®;7’) ] 

+9|(a” — a” )V(k, cos®, k, sin0;7") +(b” —b”)W(k, cos®, k, sin0;7”) 

~V(-k, cos, k, sin9;7') + W(-k, cos6, k, sin9;7’) I} 

    

(4.1.24) 

That this function will serve as the kernel for E-field integration seems justified. 

One notices the usual y field dependence which guarantees finite power in a 

closed surface integration of VRE x Ar}. Additionally, the exponential term of 

(4.1.24) indicates plane wave type behavior as the observation point extends to 

infinity (z > 00). The fact that (4.1.24) is an infinite sum of eigenfunctions does 

not introduce any difficulties in applying this theory to actual current sources. 

The infinite sum characterizes the completeness condition and in many 

instances can be truncated after achieving a certain prespecified accuracy. The 

summation is analogous to waveguide expressions where, depending upon the 

source, only certain modes are excited and the remaining modes do not 

propagate. For point dipole sources, one finds that no truncation is necessary 

because the source excites only the first mode. Although such sources are 

indeed impractical, they demonstrate a variety of novel characteristics inherent 

to chirostrip antennas. Furthermore, the mathematics associated with point 

dipole sources is greatly simplified as compared to finite length (or resonant) 

chirostrip line sources or patches. 
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4.2 Far-Field Radiation Fields 

The remaining step in the analysis of the chirostrip antenna is the evaluation 

of the Green's function integral (4.1.24) for the prescribed current source (2.1.1) 

in order to determine the radiation fields. The process is straightforward: one 

prescribes the current source and performs the integration with the 

predetermined Green's function kernel. The beauty of the Green's function 

method is now apparent: once the Green's function is determined for the 

geometry to be investigated, it is a simple matter to determine the radiation fields 

for any arbitrary current distribution. To facilitate the calculations, the relevant 

equations are restated 

I(x, y',2') = Jt(x’, ye —d)a, + J'(x', y’)8(z' -d)é,, (4.2.1) 
y 

7( 

E(r) =—jou J ]G"( 7,F')- JF’) dV". (4.2.2) 

As mentioned earlier, the elemental horizontal point dipole source is a useful 

current source. To extend the forthcoming results to a general patch element, a 

model of the current distribution on the surface of the patch must be known a 

priori. This point dipole source has the functional form 

I(x’, y',2') =8(x’ — 0)8(y’ - 0)8(z’ -—d)4.,. (4.2.3) 

Since the antenna has azimuthal symmetry, one would expect similar solutions 

for a horizontal point dipole source regardless of orientation. The x-axis was 

chosen by convenience. Evaluating (4.2.2) with (4.2.3), one finds 

E = -jopl,G' 4,1), 4594) (4.2.4a) 
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~ j(kar-%) 2 

G'(7,7)=—LE 2-5,,)({)"* 
7 r’) A4nJ2 iran 2 ( JY ) Si an * 

Lia, | (a’ +a” )V(k, cos0,k, sin9;F') We +b” )W(k, cos0, k, sin 0; 7") 

+V(-k, cos0,k, sin0;7’)+W(-k, cos0,k, sin0;F’) ] 

,|(a” -a’ V(k, cos0,k, sin0;F") +(b” —b” )W(k, cos0, k, sin 0; 7’) 

-V(-k, cos0,k, sin0;7')+W(—k, cos0,k, sin@;7") ]} 

    

(4.2.4b) 

The Green's function expression only has source dependence in the posterior 

elements; therefore, for the present consider only the terms 

sin | 
Ha, dsF)=|¥ 25,00) n'a, Sh, (ap") 5 _ng'd ve" a (4.2.5a) 

oO p p’ 

cos jhn sin cos _ 
© 5 (ap) no a, £2 J, (h0') ng’ a, +275, (ap') ng’a, |e. 

, 0 . 

Op sin cos sin 
Racine] 

(4.2.5b) 

Since the source is located along the z-axis, one must consider the limits as 

p — 0 of the Bessel function and its first derivative. To do so, the small argument 

approximation is necessary [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964]: 

(3)"(z)" 
lim J (z) = (nti)! (4.2.6a) 

_G)' ny" 

To evaluate (4.2.5) at the source point, use the small argument approximations 

together with z’=d: 
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sin cos 
= n-l = —jhd 

no’a, —nA(Ap’) sin a eu 
. —~ sr _i . — A *\0 

lim M, , (h, AF") = ; im s 5 (Ap')" 4 

(4.2.7a) 

= _, COS , n sin , 008 

lim W,,(h,A;F")=—-lim |—jhn(ap'" nda, 2 (np")" ng’ ay +22(dp!)” nota, | e™. 
p70 oo 4k p’0 / sm P cos sin 

(4.2.7b) 

Ultimately one is only interested in the projections of these vectors onto the x- 

axis, so the final term of (4.2.7b) can be omitted without loss. With this 

consideration, one immediately notices that for n #1, both limits evaluate to zero. 

For n=1 however, the limits are finite and can be evaluated: 

lim M1, (h ur) = mon ‘a ‘a, |e™ 4.2.8 oo e\ I "4 + cos? ay — sin? ay € ’ ( “4. a) 

— COs sin 
lim W,, (har) = ~jhr | pa, +2" (ap) o' a, | om. (4.2.8b) 
p90 oo 4k sin p p’ cos 

The functions associated with n #1 lie in the null space for the particular source 

selected and therefore these modes are not excited. Without confusion, the limit 

notation will be omitted for brevity. The next step is to project 47, (#,4;7’) and 

V,,(4,4;7") upon the x-axis. Upon doing so, one finds that 

M,, (h,4;F7')-4, =0 (4.2.9a) 

~ =r\ 4 Nn hd M,,(h,4;F')-4, = a e? (4.2.9b) 

and 
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(h,0;F')-4 = JPM ind (4.2.10a) 

(h,4;F')-4, =0 (4.2.10b) 

It is clear that the horizontal point dipole source excites only the first odd 

M,,, (h,4;7') mode and the first even N,,(4,4;7") mode. As an aside, it is 

interesting to note that Tai [Tai, 1971] derived similar results for modes excited 

by a horizontal dipole above a flat earth . The Green's function expression in 

(4.2.4) is in terms of V and W, so we can rewrite the expressions (4.2.9)- 

(4.2.10) as 

V7. (h,acF")-G. = ae (4.2.11a) 

W,,(h,A;F')-4, = ae (4.2.11b) 

7 ar\ A r ~jhd Vas (hs AsF)-4, =e" ; (4.2.11¢) 

7 =r) 4 r -jhd W,.(h,d;7')-4, “are j (4.2.11d) 

The next goal is to substitute these results into (4.2.4) and determine the far- 

zone electric field. Since only the first mode is excited, the process is simple: the 

summation over n is replaced by its single non-zero element and evaluated for 

the required 4 and h. After substitution, one finds 

= er 
E, = owl, — 

16x7r ee” costa {j cosh
 cos@|a” 

+q” _ bY a 

(4.2.12a) 

+ sin@[a” +a” +b" +b" + 2e/#esos04 | }, 
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—jkor e J o' | w ; 

E, = -opl, ——e *"{ cos cos6|a” ~a” +b” —b’ + 2e/ocos0a 
16nr (4.2.12b) 

~ jsin@[a” —a” —b” +8" f. 

The electric field given above is similar to that obtained by Pelet and Engheta 

[Pelet and Engheta, 1992]: however, the solution presented here differs by a 

complex constant. Also, the sign of the second term of £, differs from previously 

published results. In calculations involving only the magnitude of the fields and 

not their relative phase (such as the radiation pattern), such discrepancies will 

not affect the final result. 
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Chapter 5 

Antenna Characteristics 

5.1 Antenna Patterns 

Although the electric field given in (4.2.12) was obtained through a far-field 

approximation of the full-wave Green's function (3.7.2), the approximate result 

presents little (if any) physical insight into the properties of radiation by chirostrip 

antennas; one is motivated to pursue a numerical analysis. As a first 

consideration, the radiation pattern for the chirostrip antenna is analyzed. The 

power pattern follows directly from (4.2.12) and is given by 

(0,0) =|£,(0,6)[ +{£,(0,)) (5.1.1) 

to within a normalization constant. The field pattern is given by the square root 

of (5.1.1), viz., |#(0,6)|. The power patterns associated with individual 8 and 

components are 

fo(0,4)] = (8, 6)) (5.1.2a) 

lf,(0,0)) =|2,(0,4)[ (5.1.2b) 

The full radiation pattern for a number of combinations of substrate permitivity, 

chirality, and thickness are plotted in Figures 5.1.1-5.1.3. Antennas with 

parameters differing from those shown in the figures were also considered, but 

in most cases the data either were nearly similar to that presented here, or the 
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antenna pattern was not much affected by chirality. Specific details about the 

effects of chirality are postponed until Section 5.2. The plots shown were 

generated by Mathematica using the source code shown in Appendix G. 

For typical achiral antennas, standard antenna analysis procedure 

dictates observation of the radiation pattern in two principal planes: namely the 

= 0° and $ = 90° planes (generally referred to as the E- and H-planes 

depending upon the physical arrangement of the antenna). Such practice is not 

illuminating when the main beam maximum does not lie in at least one of these 

planes. Figures (5.1.1-5.1.3) indicate that chirality has the effect of shifting the 

main beam maximum; it is for this reason that the radiation patterns are not 

$= 0° or 6 = 90° plane patterns. In fact, pattern cuts were taken for constant 

elevation (8 = 45°) for a number of two-dimensional patterns (Figure 5.1.4). It 

should be noted that although the constant theta pattern may not contain the 

main beam maximum, the azimuthal angle associated with the constant elevation 

pattern maximum is nearly (if not exactly) the azimuthal angle of the main beam 

in a plane containing the main beam maximum. Constant elevation patterns were 

also taken for the polarization sensitive patterns (5.1.2a) and (5.1.2b); these 

patterns are plotted in Figures 5.1.5 and 5.1.6 respectively. 

Constant azimuth polarization insensitive patterns are generated by setting 

the azimuth to its maximum (¢ = 6,,,, ) for 6 = 45° and varying theta over the 

observation space. The results are plotted in Figure 5.1.7. 
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5.2 Radiation Characteristics 

A characterization of the chirostrip antenna has been made: specifically, 

graphical output of the radiation pattern for all @ and @ space. Interesting results 

can now be obtained by a few simple calculations. First, the angles for maximum 

radiation (main beam) as a function of chirality are tabulated and plotted in 

Figure 5.2.1 for the case d=0.3A ¢=2s, and in Figure 5.2.2 for the case 

d=0.34, €=10e,. Next, the directivity of various antennas is calculated and 

plotted in Figures 5.2.3-5.2.7. The routine for computing the directivity is snown 

in Appendix G. As a fundamental check, the directivity of an achiral short dipole 

antenna above a perfect groundplane is computed using the computer code with 

E€,=0, e=e,, and d=)/2. One expects an answer of nearly 6 by argument that: 

a) the directivity of an untapered (amplitude) ideal short dipole is %: b) using 

the method of images, one places an opppositely directed dipole a distance d 

below the groundplane to form an array of directivity 2, yielding a net directivity 

of 2( 34) = 3; c) the antenna radiates only in the upper half-space providing 

another factor of 2, i.e., 2°(34) = 6. In fact, numerical calculations show that the 

chirostrip model together with the directivity calculation provide a directivity of 

6.006 for this case. As a further check, directivities of achiral microstrip arrays 

agree well with those reported in literature [Perlmutter ef a/.,1985] (at least to the 

extent that the directivity of the short dipole source is consistently smaller than 

that of larger aperture patch antennas). 

A number of interesting aspects of chirostrip antennas are noted with 

respect to main beam position and directivity. First, chirality has little effect on 

the main beam position for electrically thin antennas (substrate thickness of 1/10 
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wavelength or less), but for thicker antennas chirality shifts the main beam 

significantly in azimuth; the main beam shift is nearly a linear function of chirality 

when the main beam peak does not occur on broadside. This property could be 

useful to antenna designers requiring an offset main beam for specialized 

applications. Also in many cases when the main beam peak does occur at 

broadside, chirality eventually becomes sufficient to shift the peak in elevation; 

on the other hand, when the main beam peak occurs off broadside, the elevation 

peak angle remains nearly fixed over a wide range of chirality values. The sharp 

drop in main beam position occurring for a chirality admittance of nearly 

0.0035 7' is a result of the beam at 6 = 0° becoming larger than the offset 

beam. Increasing chirality tends to increase the broad-side beam in this case 

due to the in-phase contributions from both modes (RCP and LCP). The amount 

of rotation of the plane of polarization for either component is a direct function of 

the chirality, so one expects interesting results for certain special classes of 

chiral antennas. 

Figures 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 indicate that the directivity of electrically thin 

antennas is nearly constant as chirality increases. But as the thickness 

increases (Figures 5.2.5-5.2.7), chirality actually increases the directivity of the 

array by as much as 3.5 dB for the cases considered here. Generally chirality 

tends to narrow the main beam of dipole chirostrip antennas. A particularly 

interesting application of chirality is seen in Figure 5.1.3g; here the main beam 

occurs on broadside and the role of chirality is to increase the directivity without 

shifting the main beam position. Similar results were obtained by [Pelet, 1991] 

for the characterization of point dipole and finite length chirostrip antennas. 
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Although chirostrip antennas suggest improvements over conventional 

achiral microstrip antennas in terms of directivity and beam-steering capability, 

this study has not attempted to determine the surface wave component along the 

interface, nor has it determined the radiation efficiency for chirostrip antennas. 

Before claiming significant increases in gain due to chirality, one must ensure 

that ohmic loss and surface wave loss have not increased significantly over the 

case of achiral antennas. Literature suggests that although chirality does slightly 

decrease the efficiency of the antenna, other benefits such as increased 

bandwidth and reduced mutual coupling also play important roles in antenna 

evaluation [Pelet, 1991]. Whether such features merit the use of complex media 

antennas depends upon the inclination of the antenna designer and the overall 

requirements of the radiating system. 

5.3 Concluding Remarks 

In this thesis an attempt has been made to characterize the radiation 

properties of chiral microstrip antennas. By doing so, a number of fundamental 

properties of chiral media have been established. In Chapter 1, the chiral 

constitutive relations, chiral wavenumbers, and chiral vector wave equations 

were formulated. Building upon this foundation, a specific problem was 

prescribed in Chapter 2: namely, the chirostrip antenna problem. A Green's 

function solution was hypothesized and in Chapter 3 this approach was 

implemented by applying a modified Ohm-Raleigh solution technique. Then, in 

Chapter 4, the far-field radiation pattern was computed by asymptotic analysis 

and tailored specifically for the point dipole source. To demonstrate a possible 
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application of chirality to microstrip antennas, the radiation patterns for a number 

of values of chirality were discussed in Chapter 5. Specifically, chirality tended in 

general to shift the main beam position and increase the directivity of chirostrip 

antennas over their achiral counterparts. 
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(a) €, ramen Qo" 330 90 

e=2e, 360 
d=0.3% 

H=H, 

Figure 5.1.1 : Radiation pattern of a dipole chirostrip antenna as a function of azimuth () and 

elevation (6 ). The substrate has the properties: « = 2e,, d =0.34, w=, and 

E, =0-+0.0052 in increments of 0.000527! for (a)-(K). 
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€=1VE, 360 
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H=H, 

Figure 5.1.2 : Radiation pattern of a dipole chirostrip antenna as a function of azimuth () and 

elevation (6 ). The substrate has the properties: « =10e,, d= 0.32, p=, and 

E- = 0-» 0.0059"! in increments of 0.000507! for (a)-(k). 
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Figure 5.1.3 : Radiation pattem of a dipole chirostrip antenna as a function of azimuth (p) and 

elevation (8). The substrate has the properties: « = 6e,, d= 0.24, p=p, and 

£¢ = 00.0057! in increments of 0.000507! for (a)-(k). 
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(b) €, = 0.0005 Q"' 

Figure 5.1.4 : Radiation pattern ( £7(0,6)) of a dipole chirostrip antenna 
placed along ¢ =0° as a function of azimuth (@) for constant 

elevation (9 = 45°). The substrate has the properties « = 2«,, 

d=0.30, p=p, and € =0-> 0.0035 QQ" in increments of 

0.00052" for (a)-(h). 
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(a) £, = 0.0000 9" 

  
(b) &, = 0.0010 Q" 

Figure 5.1.5 : Radiation pattern ( /2(6,)) of a dipole chirostrip antenna 

placed along 4 =0° as a function of azimuth () for constant 

elevation (6 = 45°). The substrate has the properties « = 2«,, 

d=0.34, p=, and €, =0-> 0.003 0" in increments of 

0.0005" for (a)-(f). 
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(e) E, = 0.0025 9" 

  
(f) E, = 0.0030 0"! 
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(a) —, = 0.0000 0"! 

  
(b) &, = 0.0010 2" 

Figure 5.1.6 : Radiation pattern (£7(8,)) of a dipole chirostrip antenna 

placed along $ = 0° as a function of azimuth (9) for constant 

elevation (6 = 45°). The substrate has the properties e = 2c, 

d=0.34, p=, and &, =0— 0.003 Q" in increments of 
0.0005" for (a)-(f). 
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(a) &, = 0.0000 2" 

  
(b) E, = 0.0005 2" 

Figure 5.1.7 : Radiation pattern (7(6,)) of a dipole chirostrip antenna 

placed along $= 0° as a function of elevation (6) for an azimuth 

direction given by bax’ The substrate has the properties ¢ =2e,, 

d=0.31, p=p, and &, =0-— 0.0040" in increments of 0.0005Q"' 
for (a)-(i). 
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Appendix A 

Derivation of the Chiral Vector Wave 

Equations and the Magnetic 

Boundary Condition 

Recall the constitutive relations given in (1.2.2), viz., 

D(F,o) = E(7,o)- j€, B(F,o) (A-1a) 

Alr,o)=~-jé. E(F,0)+ BEF.) (A-1b) 

together with Maxwell's curl equations (1.2.5) 

V x E(¥,@) = —joB(F,o) (A-2a) 

V x A(¥,@) = J(7,0)+ joD(7,o). (A-2b) 

To obtain the chiral vector wave equations, consider the following procedure: 

VxVxE=—-joVxB (A-2c) 

VxVxE=-joVx[p + jut.£| (A-2d) 

VxVx#E=-jopVxA+onb VxE (A-2e) 
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VxVxE-opt,VxE =—jou|joD+J| (A-2f) 

VxVxE-opt,.VxE=-jopT+o7plek - jf, B] (A-2g) 

VxVxE-ont,.VxE-o’psk = —jopJs — jope, ve | (A-2h) 
jo 

VxVxE-20nb,V x E-o*pek = —-jop/. (A-2i) 

A very similar procedure establishes the vector wave equation for 7: 

  

VxVxH=Vx[J+ joD] (A-3a) 

VxVxH=VxJ+ joV x/[ek - j€, B] (A-3b) 

VxVxH=VxJ+ joe|—joB|+ob,VxB (A-3c) 

VxVxH=VxJ+oe[p + j€,nE]+08,V x[nA + Jé, ne] (A-3d) 

VxV x H- opt Vx H-oepH = Vx J+ joept, E + jopé?|—joB! (A-3e) 

VxVxH-one, Vx H-o ep =VxJ+ jo‘eng, E+ | é | (A-3f) 
ISe 

VxVxf-on.Vxfl-o7epfl =VxJ+ jo°us,| A] (A-3g) 
jo 

Vx Vx H—2opt,V x H-o’en =VxJ-ope, J (A-3h) 

Both (A-2i) and (A-3h) have a complicated structure compared to the 

analogous equations for achiral media. If the chirality factor is set to zero, the 

vector wave equations derived in this Appendix reduce to those for achiral 

media. 
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Next, consider the boundary condition requiring continuity of the 

tangential magnetic field at a chiral-achiral interface (cf. Figure 2.1.1). From 

basic principles one can write 

ax(A, -A,)=0 (A-4) 

if # is a unit vector (pointing from region 2 into region 1) and if there are no 

electric surface currents along the boundary [Collin, 1991]. In this case 7 is 

identically z. Use is made of the chiral constitutive relation (1.2.2b), its achiral 

counterpart (1.1.6b) and the Maxwell equation (1.2.5a); for instance, 

A? =- jt, f24+1B (A-Sa) 
ut 

A=u1@ (A-5b) 
LM, 

VxE=—joB. (A-5c) 

Substitution of (A-5a) and (A-5b) into (A-4) yields 

x(2a -f.E+ B=) (A-6) 
Ll 

Q 

then using (A-5c) one obtains 

rl re2 

(Se — jt, B24 V4 J-0 (A-7)     

Finally, simplification provides the desired result 

tog xB =-08 2x B24 4ex 0x (A-8) 
U 

o 
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Appendix B 

Establishing the Vector Wave Functions 

The vector wave functions 47,N and &£ are characteristic functions 

(eigenfunctions) of the homogeneous vector wave equation [Tai, 1971] 

VxVxF-k?F=0 (B-1) 

where k is the eigenvalue (modulus of an unknown propagation constant). In 

boundary-value problems not involving longitudinal (i.e., acoustic or elastic) 

waves, the eigenfunctions Z (irrotational eigenfunctions) are unnecessary and 

can be neglected. The irrotational eigenfunctions are also in the null space of 

the vector wave operator for isotropic homogeneous media . If ‘¥, and ‘Y. (called 

scalar generating functions) are solutions to the scalar wave equation 

V¥+hPP=0 (B-2) 

and a, is a constant (piloting) vector, then the vector wave functions are given by 

M Vx[¥4,] (B-3a) 

N=2V xV x [Wd] (B-3b) 
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As proof of the validity of (B-3), consider the following demonstration. Substitute 

M into (B-1), producing V x V x[V x(‘¥,4,)]-’[V x(%4,)]= 0. By virtue of the 

vector identity Vx Vx A= VV-A-V’A, one obtains 

V x[VV-(‘Y4d,)- V? (Y.4,)-k? (Y4,)] = 0. (B-4) 

Then, since the eigenfunctions are purely solenoidal, the first term vanishes 

leaving the result 

Vxd,[V7Y, +k7Y,]=0. (B-5) 

Thus, it is clear that if Y, satisfies the scalar wave equation (B-2) and if A/ 

satisfies (B-3), then AZ is necessarily a solution to the vector wave equation 

(B-1). One notes that if the piloting vector, a,, is not a constant vector, then it 

cannot be brought out of the differential operator. Usually the geometry of the 

problem dictates making an intelligent choice of a, to simplify the solution. In 

many cases, a, is chosen along the preferred direction of propagation. 

A similar procedure establishes that V is a vector wave function. By substitution 

of N given by (B-3b) into (B-1) one has 

VV] EVV «(H) [A] 0 x V (a) [=O (BS) 

and again one uses a vector identity yielding 

Vx Vx[VV-(4,4,)- V?(¥,4,)— k? (%4,)] = 0 (B-7) 

or 

Vx Vxa,[V7¥, +B, ]=0. (B-8) 
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So if V, satisfies the scalar wave equation and W is given by (B-3), then NV must 

be a solution to the vector wave equation. This completes the proofs for 17 and 

N. \t remains to be shown that 4 and W are in fact orthonormal functions; this 

issue will be resolved in the next section. 
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Appendix C 

The Normality and Orthogonality of M 
and N 

Recall the cylindrical vector wave functions given in (20): 

~ _|_n sin 6 cos | in ; 
Hi, (h9) =| #24, (06) cost % 3p" (Ap) sin nod, je (C-1a) 

- COs sin cos 
WN, (h,ay=+ ~jrZ3,(4p) nga, -ihry (Ap) nga,+7J,(Ap) nga, | e™ 

° k op sin p cos sin 

(C-1b) 

Normalization 

Consider the complex inner product 

[= [Jar 4.02 M(H, MSF) (C-2a) 

00 00 27 sin 

= {ff es (Ap)J,(Mp) {nm ). aC 'o) + 
-00 0 

(C-2b) 

COs 

La,(ao)2 Julie) (nd) 5, ‘(n'9) |e 
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To perform the ¢ integration, one uses the trigonometric orthogonality and 

normality relations 

2n 

[ap sinnd sinn’d = x(1-8,, 6, (C-3a) 
0 

2n 

[ao cosng cosn’p = (14+5,, )8,,. (C-3b) 
0 

2a 

fae sinnd cosn’d=0 (C-3c) 
0 

Then 

(1-5o,) 

nn" (148oq) 

20 00 2 

I= [| [pdpaz A~3,(Ap)I,(2'p) 28 
8) 

-00 

O O (1-8on) ( ‘) (C-4) 

25 (rp)25,(r'p) x8 Jer be 
Op Op nn’ (1+85,) 

The Kronecker delta (6,,,) takes on the value 1 ifn =n’, or 0 ifn #7; it is the 

counterpart to the Dirac delta function for discrete indices. To perform the p 

integration, the following Bessel recurrence relations are necessary [Stegun and 

Abramowitz, 1964] 

£1480) =F [lo s(0) Toul) (C-5a) 

1,040) ==2[5, (Ap) +5,.(09)] (C-5b) 

1.,(4p) =(-1)"J, (20) (C-5c) 

as well as the orthogonality relationship 
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a A-2X’ 

[4ppJ,(Ap)J,(a’p) = Se) (C-5d) 

Introduction of (C-4) into (C-3) results in the expression 

[= [de 0 28 ,9[5(A— A’) +8(A 2S p, JOP”. (C-6) 

Finally, use is made of the expansion of the Dirac delta function in A in order to 

perform the z integration. 

  

[azo = 2n8(h-h') (C-7) 

Thus, 

_ \) we fap np cy 40K ' ' I= [ {ar W7,,(h,a57)-M;,.(h’,0's7) = 8. (A— A’) &(A—A’) . (C-8) 
On 

The factor ¢,, takes on the value 1 when (n = 0) or 2 if (n > 0). One can also find 

that the same normalization factor holds for the vector wave function JN, viz., 

2 

[[far W,.(2,57)- Ne,.(A457) = an 5 3(a—2') 8(h—-h'). (C-8) 
° ° Con 

  

For brevity, this proof is omitted. 

Orthogonality 

To determine the orthogonality relations, consider the integral 

I= [{far M,,(h, 437): Nea(h', M37) . (C-9) 

Upon substitution of (C-1), one finds 
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sin cos 

500) pp(09) JHE 5 (0) | oo) + 
sin 

1=4 iff] 
‘ ; sos (C-10) 

Tib'nt r sin ’ - j(h-h')z 2.1, (05) 00) H'3, 020) coo o} : 
sin 

and by virtue of (C-2c) the functions are completely orthogonal in @ space; thus, 

I= [[far ¥7,,(h,A;7)- Nz.(a', N57) = 0. (C-11) 
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Appendix D 

Plane Wave Analysis of Isotropic Chiral 
Media 

Chiral media are unique in that mode bifurcation exists without the 

introduction of anisotropicity. As an aid to understanding the double propagation 

mode structure of chiral media, consider the customary plane wave investigation 

[Besieris, 1992]. One begins with the source-free chiral vector wave equation 

(1.2.6a) 

Vx Vx E-2opt,V x E-o7pek =0 (D-1) 

with a plane wave field representation 

E(?) =E,e*? = E,e #4 = Ee * (D-2) 

where plane wave behavior is taken in +z without loss of generality. The 

amplitude vector E, is transverse to 4,, namely, E, = E,,4, + E),4,. Using the 

vector identity Vx Vx A= VV-A-V’A and taking into account the divergence- 

free nature of the electric field, (D-1) can be alternatively written as 

VE +2opé, Vx E+o@*pek =0. (D-3) 

Substituting (D-2) into (D-3) yields 
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(—k? +@*pe)E, + 20€ u(— jk, x E,) =0 (D-4) 

which can be scalarized into two independent equations 

a: (-K? +o pe) E>, + J2@6 wre, =0 (D-5a) 

G,:(-k? +o *pe)E,, — j208 pwkE,, = 0. (D-5b) 
¥ 

These equations can be written in matrix form as 

_ p2 2 : E k* +@"pe J205 ox | _ 9 (D-6) 
j2o& uk —-k?+o7pe | 2, 

Setting the determinant equal to zero yields an equation for k: 

(-k? +@7pe) +(2 jot uk)’ =0 (D-7) 

k? F 20€ wk -o pe = 0. (D-8) 

This is the dispersion relationship for chiral media. Denoting the two positive 

roots as k,, (D-8) has roots given by 

k, = +08 ut f(ob pn)’ +07p6. (D-9) 

Replacing &, in (D-5) yields two electric field modes 

-. iE ws E 
E(z)= °” | ee E,(z) = i | ee (D-10) 

Ox Oy 

These fields have the property of circular polarization; thus one concludes 

that pure linear polarization is not allowable in an isotropic chiral medium. The 

chirality of the medium favors the propagation of one mode while retarding the 
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other. If a linearly polarized plane wave is incident on a chiral slab, the effect of 

the chirality is to separate the wave into decoupled RCP and LCP components 

within the slab and to propagate the components at different phase speeds 

resulting in an apparent shift of the plane of polarization of the transmitted wave. 
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Appendix E 

Solution of Coefficients 

The following pages contain the solution for the coefficient a”(4,4).The 
coefficients were found symbolically using Mathematica 1.2 on an IBM 386 

computer. 
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av = (E* (-I*d*h) *ho* ( (-4*E* (I*d*h0) *hm*hp*k0O*Cos(d*hm)*2)/(km*kp*u0) + 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*Cos[d*hm]*2)/(km*uc) + 

(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*Cos[d*hm)*2)/(kp*uc) + 
(8*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*k0*Cos([d*hmj *Cos[d*hp]) /(km*kp*u0) - 
(4*E* (I*d*h0O) *hm*hp*k0*Cos(d*hpJ*2)/(km*kp*u0) - 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*Cos[d*hp]*2)/(km*uc) - 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*Cos(d*hp)*2)/(kp*uc) + 
(-4*I*E* (I *d*h0O) *ho*hp*Cos[d*hp]*Sin(d*hm))/(kO*uc) + 
(~4*I*E* (I*a*hO) *ho*hp*km*Cos[d*hp)*Sin[d*hm])/(kO*kp*uc) - 
(4*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*ko*Sin[d*hm])*2) /(km*kp*u0) + 
(2*E* (I*d*h0) *hm*hp*Sin[(d*hm]*2)/(km*uc) + 
(2*E* (I*d*h0O) *hm*hp*Sin[{d*hm])*2)/(kp*uc) + 
(-4*I*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*Cos[d*hm]*Sin[(d*hp]})/(kO*uc) + 
(~4*1*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*kp*Cos[d*hm)*Sin[d*hp]) /(kO*km*uc) - 
(4*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*2*k0O*Sin[{d*hm)*Sin[d*hp))/(km*2*u0) - 
(4*E* (I*a*hO) *hp*2*kO*Sin[d*hm)*Sin[d*hp))/(kp*2*u0) - 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) #hm*2*Sin[d*hm)*Sin[{d*hp])/(km*uc) + 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hp*2*km*Sin[d*hm]*Sin[(d*hp])/(kp*2*uc) + 
(2*E* (I*a*hO) *hp*2*Sin(d*hm]*Sin(d*hp])/(kp*uc) - 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) thm*2*kp*Sin(d#*hm])*Sin(d*hp])/(km*2%uc) - 
(4*E* (I*d*h0O) *hm*hp*k0*Sin(d*hp)*2) /(km*kp*u0) - 
(2*E* (I*a*hO) *hm*hp*Sin[d*hp)*2)/(km*uc) - 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*Sin[(d*hp]*2) /(kp*uc) )) / 

(u0* ( (-8*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*#hm*thp*k0O*Cos(d*hm)*2) /(km*kp*u0*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*da*hO) *#ho*hm*hp*Cos[(d*hm)}*2) /(kO*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*km*Cos([d*hm]*2) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*1*d*hO) *hO*hm*hp*kp*Cos[d*hm]*2) /(kO*km*uc*2) + 
(16*E* (2*1*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*k0*Cos(d*hm]*Cos(d*hp}j) / (km*kp*u0*2) + 
(8*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Cos([d*hm]*Cos(d*hp]) /(kO*uc*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*km*Cos(d*hm)*Cos(d*hp]) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*thp*kp*Cos (d*hm]*Cos(d*hp)) /(kO*km*uc*2) - 
(8*E* (2*1I*da*hO) *ho*hm*hp*k0*Cos([d*hp]*2) /(km*kp*u0*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Cos(d*hp]*2) /(kO*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2%I*d*hO) *ho*ehm*hp*km*Cos([(d*hp]*2) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*a*hO) *ho*hm*hp*kp*Cos[d*hp)*2) /(kO*km*uc*2) + 
(~8*I*E* (2*I*a*hO) *ho*2*hp*Cos[d*hp)*Sin[(d*hm]) /(kO*u0O*uc) + 
(~8*I*E* (2*1*a*hO) *hm*2*hp*k0*Cos(d*hp]*Sin[d*hm])/(km*2*u0*uc) + 
(-8*I*E* (2*I*d*hO0) *hm*2*hp*kO*Cos[d*hp)*Sin[d*hm])/(km*kp*u0*uc) + 
(-8*I*E* (2*I*a*#hO) *hO*2*hp*km*Cos[(d*hp)*Sin[d*hm])/(kO*kp*u0*uc) - 
(8*E* (2*I*d*h0) *hO*hm*hp*k0*Sin[d*hm]*2) /(km*kp*u0*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*ehmehp*Sin[(d*hm]*2) /(kO*#uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2%I*a*hO) *ho*hm*hp*km*Sin[d*hm)}*2) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2%I*d*hO) *ho*#hm*thp*kp*Sin[d*hm]*2) /(kO*km*uc*2) + 
(~8*I*E* (2*I *#d*hO0) *#ho*2*hm*Cos(d*hm)*Sin(a*hp)) /(kO*u0*uc) + 
(-8*I*E* (2*I*d*hO) *hm*hp*2*k0*Cos[d*hm] *Sin[d*hp]) /(kp*2*u0*uc) + 
(~8*I*E* (2*I*d*hO) *hm*hp*2*k0*Cos[(d*hm] *Sin[{d*hp]) /(km*kp*u0*uc) + 
(-8*I*E* (2%I*d*hO) *hO*2*hm*kp*Cos(d*hm]*Sin(d*hp]) /(kO*km*u0*uc) - 
8*E* (2*1*da*hO) *ho*#hm*2*kO*Sin[(d*hm}*Sin[(d*hp]) /(km*2*u0%2) - 
8*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hp*2*kO*Sin(d*hm] *Sin[(d*hp])/(kp*2*u0*2) - 

(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*2*Sin(d*hm)*Sin[(d*hp])/(kO*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hp*2*Sin(dthm)*Sin(d*hp])/(kO*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *hO*hp*2*km*2*Sin(d*hmj]*Sin(d*hp]) /(kO*kp*2*uc*2) - 
(4*E* (2*1I*d*hO) *#ho*hp*2*km*Sin[d*hm] *Sin({d*hp]) /(kO*kp*uc*2) - 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hoO) *ho*hm*2*kp*Sin[d*hm] *Sin[d*hp]) /(k0O*km*uc*2) - 
(2%E* (2*I*d*hO) #ho*#hm*2*kp*2*Sin[d*hm}*Sin[d*hp}) /(kO*km*2*uc*2) - 
(8*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hmthp*k0*Sin[d*hp]*2) /(km*kp*u0*2) + 
(4%E* (2*1*d*hO) *ho*#hm*hp*Sin[d*hp]*2) /(kO*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*thp*km*Sin(d*hp)*2) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*kp*Sin(d*hp]*2) / (kO*km*uc*2))) - 
(E* (~I*d*h) *k0# ( (-4*E* (I*d*h0) *ho*hm*hp*Cos(d*hm)*2) /(km*kp*u0) + 
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(2*E* (I*d*h0) *ho*hm*hp*Cos[d*hm]*2)/(kO*km*uc) + 
(2*E* (I*d*h0O) *ho*hm*hp*Cos(d*hm}*2)/(kO*kp*uc) + 
(8*E* (I*d*h0) *hO*hm*hp*Cos[d*hm]*Cos(d*hp]})/(km*kp*u0) - 
(4*E* (I*d*h0O) *ho*hm*hp*Cos(d*hp]*2)/(km*kp*u0) - 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Cos(d*hp)*2)/(kO*km*uc) - 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Cos[d*hp)*2)/(kO*kp*uc) + 
(~4*I*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*2*hp*Cos(d*hp)*Sin(d*hm]) /(km*2*uc) + 
(-4*I*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*2*hp*Cos(d*hp)*Sin(d*hm})/(km*kp*uc) - 
(4*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Sin[(d*hm]*2)/(km*kp*u0) + 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Sin(d*hmj}*2)/(kO*km*uc) + 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Sin[d*hm]*2)/(kO*kp*uc) + 
(~4*I*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*2*Cos(d*hm)*Sin(d*hp])/(kp*2*uc) + 
(~4*I*E* (I*d*h0) *hm*hp*2*Cos[d*hm)*Sin(d*hp])/(km*kp*uc) - 
(4*E* (I*d*h0O) *ho*hm*2*Sin[(d*hm)*Sin(d*hp))/(km*2*u0) - 
(4*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hp*2*Sin(d*hm]*Sin[d*hp])/(kp*2*u0) + 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*2*Sin[(d*hm]*Sin[d*hp))/(kO*km*uc) - 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hp*2*km*Sin[d*hm)*Sin[d*hp))/(kO*kp*2*uc) - 
(2*E* (I*d*h0) *ho*hp*2*Sin(d*hmj*Sin[dthp])/(kO*kp*uc) + 
(2*E* (I*d*ho) *ho*hm*2*kp*Sin(d*hmj}*Sin[(d*hp))/(kO*km*2*uc) - 
(4*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Sin[(d*hpjJ*2)/(km*kp*u0) - 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Sin[(d*hp}*2) /(kO*km*uc) - 
(2*E* (I*da*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Sin[(d*hp]*2) /(kO*kp*uc) ))/ 
(u0* ( (-8*E* (2*I*d*h0) *hO*hm*hp*k0*Cos(d*hm]*2) /(km*#kp*u0*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*d*h0) *ho*hm*hp*Cos[d*hm)*2) /(kO*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*h0) *ho*hm*hp*km*Cos([d*hm)*2) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*h0) *ho*hm*hp*kp*Cos(d*hm)*2) /(kO*km*uc*2) + 
(16*E* (2%I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*k0*Cos[d*hm)*Cos[d*hp])/(km*kp*u0*2) + 
(8*E* (2*1*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Cos[d*hm] *Cos[d*hp])/(kO*uc*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I4*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*km*Cos{d*hm)*Cos[d*hp]) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*d*h0) *ho*«hm*hp*kp*Cos[d*hm]*Cos[d*hp)) /(kO*km*uc*2) - 
(8*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*ehm*hp*k0*Cos[d*hp)*2) /(km*kp*u0*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Cos (dthpj]*2) /(kO*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*km*Cos[d*hp]*2) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*kp*Cos(dthp]*2) /(kO*#km*uc*2) + 
(~8*I*E* (2%I*d*hO) *h0*2*hp*Cos[d*hp]) *Sin[d*hm])/(kO*u0*uc) + 
(-8*I*E* (2*I*d*h0) *hm*2*hp*k0*Cos[d*hp]*Sin[(d*hm]) /(km*2*u0*uc) + 
(-8*I*E* (2*I*d*hO) *hm*2*hp*k0*Cos(d*hp]*Sin(d*hm])/(km*kp*u0*uc) + 
(-8*I*E* (2*I*d*hO) *hO*2*hp*km*Cos([(d*hp)*Sin(d*hm])/(kO*kp*u0*uc) - 
(8*E* (2*I*da*hO) *ho*hm*hp*kO0*Sin(d*hmj*2) /(km*kp*u0*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*ehm*hp*Sin(d#*hm)*2)/(kO*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *h0*«hm*hp*km*Sin[d*hm]*2) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2%I*a*hO) *ho*hm*hp*kp*Sin(d*hm]*2) /(kO*km*uc*2) + 
(-8*I*E* (2*I*0d*hO) *ho*2*hm*Cos[(dthm]*Sin(d*hp]) /(kO*u0*uc) + 
(~8*I*E* (2*I*d*hO) *hm*hp*2*k0*Cos[(d*hmj*Sin[d*hp])/(kp*2*u0*uc) + 
(~8*I*E* (2*1*d*h0) *hm*hp*2*k0*Cos(d*hm]*Sin[(d*hp]) / (km*kp*ud*uc) + 
(~8*I*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*2*hm*kp*Cos[d*hm]*Sin(d*hp]) /(kO*#km*u0*uc) - 
(8*E* (2*I*d*h0) *ho*hm*2*k0O*Sin(d*thm]*Sin(d*hp]) /(km*2*u0*2) - 
(8*E* (2*I*d*hO) *hO*hp*2*k0*Sin(dthm)*Sin[(d*hp])/(kp*2*u0*2) - 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*2*Sin[(d*hm)*Sin(d*hp]) /(kO*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (2*I*d*h0O) *ho*hp*2*Sin[d*hm}*Sin[d*hp])/(kO#uc*2) - 
(2%E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hp*2*km*2*Sin[d*hm)*Sin[d*hp]) /(kO*kp*2*uc*2) - 
(4*E* (2*I*da*hO) *ho*hp*2*km*Sin[d*hm)*Sin(d*hp]) /(kO*kp*uc*2) - 
(4*E* (2%I*d*hO) *ho*hm*2*kp*Sin[d*hm)*Sin[(d*hp)) /(kO*km*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *hO*hm*2*kp*2*Sin[(d*hm}*Sin[d*hp)) /(kO*km*2*uc*2) - 
(8*E* (2*1*a*hO) *ho*hm*hp*ko*Sin(d*hp]*2) /(km*#kp*u0*2) + 
(4*E* (2*1I*dehO) eho*«hmehp*Sin(d*hp)*2) /(kO*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*h0) *ho*ehm*hp*km*Sin[d*hp]*2) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*#hm*hp*kp*Sin(d*hp]*2) /(kO*km*uc*2))) - 
(E* (-I*d*h) *((2*E* (I*d*h0) *ho*hm*hp*Cos([d*hmj*2)/(kO*uc*2) + 
(E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*km*Cos (d*hm]*2) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
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(E* (I*d*hoO) *ho*hm*th 
. 

(2e8"(T#d*hO) *hoehmehpecos(Gehut 2) /(kO*km*uc*2) - 

(24E* (I#d#hO) *hO*hm*hp*cos [dthm] 2) / (epeuowucy - 

(44E* (1#d#h0) *hothm*hocos 
(dtm) teas (denier) 7c, + 

(2#E* (I#d#h0) *ho*hm*hpeknt cos m) Cos (d*hp]}) / (ko*uct 2) + 

(2#E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*kp*cos [deh] *costaehey
) / (ko#karuc-2) + 

(245% (Tedeho) #hoshmenpsCos aehp]“2) /(ko#uc™s) + 
“(I*d*h0) *ho*hm* 

é c* + 

(B* (1#d#ho) #hothme
hoakpacos fdehey ~o) / (kowkeeucea) + 

(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hoe 2 *km*uc*2) + 

(ose (Tadeno; *hoshmehoeCoefathoy
-2y /ikpeuowecy 

(~4*I*E* (I%d*hO) *hm*2* p*ud*tuc) + 

(~4*I*E* (Tad*ho} shm2#hp*Ko
ecos CoepP *Sin[{d*hm] )/(km*2*u

0euc) + 

(245 (Iad#ho) shoshmehpesin{dehm)~2)/(xOtuer2) 
* 

“(I*d*h0) *ho*hm*hp* : a + 

i (tet eechaepesstal deen] erueee 2 ¢ 
(2*E* (I*d*h0) *ho*hm*h 

m*uc* 2) < 

a p*Sin[da*hm) -2 kms 

(2*E* (I*d*hO) ho*hmth 
: y/( ud*tuc) - 

p*Sin(d*hm]*2) / (kp* 

(~4*I*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp* 
/( p*udtuc) + 

(AR ETED (Ttgno) shaehp 2 kO%Cos gen] tSin{aenp]) / (kp-20uowuc) + 
(E" (Iedeho) showhn-2esin{ashnje

sin(aenp})/(kosue"2) = - 

a *x *h0) *ho*hp*2*S
in[d*hm 483 uc* - 

(E* (I*d*hO) *ho#hp*2*km*2*si 
)*Sin[d*hp]) /(koO*uc*2) - 

(2a* (T#d#h0) *hocho-atkaesintdt
hed esinidthor, /ioswneercnn) - 

(OaE (Iedend} *hotha2ekpasinedt
heresintd*hoyy/ eorkoruces) = 

(E+ (I#d#ho) *ho*hm-2#Kkp"2*Sin[d#h
m]*Sin[d*hp]) / (ko#km=2#ue-2) 

(2*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*2*Sin[d*hm]* ]*Sin(d*hp]) /(kO*km*2*uc*2) + 

(2*E* (I*d*h0O) *ho*hp*2*km*Si
n fade) eintae )/(km*u0tuc) - 

(2#E- (I*d#h0) #ho*hp-2*Sin[dhm]*Sin[d*
bp]))(xpsuotue) 

(2B (Iedeho) #ho*hn-2*xpsSin[d*hm]
*Sin[aenpy) 7 (xm=2*% + 

(296> (Iedeno) shothmenpeein(atnp) 2) (rowers) t + 
“ I*d*h0) *ho*hm*hp

*km*Sin as a c* + 

(E* (I*d*h0) *ho*hm* in{d*hp)*2) /(kO#kp*uc*2) + 

(2eE* (T#d*ho) *horhmehpeSin{G*h
p)12)) (hmeuoruc) + + 

(2*E* (I*da*ho) *ho*ehmth 
. 

ud*uc) + 

p*Sin[d*hp]*2) / (kp*ud* 
((-8*E* (2*I*d*hO) #ho*hme (kp*u0*uc) )) / 

(2 (4*E* (2*I*a*hO) thoshmehperostd
thay 207 (ora Comyepeno’2) + 

*#E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hmehp*km*c eh] uc*2) + 

(2*E* (2*I*#a*hO) #ho*hm*h os[d*hm]*2)/(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
p*kp*Cos[d*hm] *2 a 

(16*E* (2*I*d*h0) *ho*hm* 
]*2)/(kO*km*uc*2) + 

(8*E* (2*I*d*ho ) . hm hp*k0*Cos([d*hm)
*Cos[d*hp) ) / (xm*k *u0* 

(4*E* oeredeho) ane hm hp*Cos([d*hm]*Co
s(d*hp] ) / (ko#UC"2) + 2) + 

O*«xhm* 

(4*E* (2*1*d*hO) *ho* shp*km*Cos [d*hm] *Cos[d*hp]}) / (k0*k kuc*2) + 

) *hO*hm*hp*kp*Cos[d*hm)* 
P ) 

eae (2aTedeho, shothethoeen*Coetd
ehes°2)j ckateeraen2) - 

(4e-(2eI*dehO) *hO*hm*hpsCos[a*hp]"2) /(kotuen2) + 
(2*E* (2*1*a*hO) *ho*hms 

/ uc*2) + 

(2*E* (241 40th a oshmehpskm*Cos[d*hp] 2)/(kO*kKp*uc*2) + 

(oeereee(2*redeho) #ho np+kp*cos[d#hp}-2) /(ko#kmeuc"2) + 
-~ a *ho th Ak 

. 

wR RIAE” (ae1#d4h0y *he"24ho*kotcon faehe] ssintdemay)/ (kmnaes + 

(cgereE~ (2*I*deho) #hm-2*hp#ko*Cos [d*hp] #Sin[aehm}) / (km*xp*uoruc + 

(cgsIsE-(2*1#deho) *ho-2*hp*km*Cos[d*ho]*Sin(d*
hm]) / (ko*ke*uo*uc} + 

(8*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*k0*Si se P] Sin(d*hm]) /(kO*kp*u0*uc) - 

(4e8- (2*1edeho) ehoshmehp*Sin(dehm}-2)/(k
otue-2) + 

(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *hot+hm* P / uc*2) + 

(a eE- Caatedsho, shoshathpexpasinsdthm)-2
) /kosketuc-2) + 

(“81 *E* (2*1*d*hO) *hO*2*hm*Co 
*uc*2) + 

s[d*hm)*Sin(dth 
(-S*I*E* (2*I1*d*h0) *hm*hp~* i#hp})/(kO*udsuc) + 

(voelee> (2aLedeho, shathe-2*koecos sdehm, *sintd*hp)) / (kaekp*uowue + 

(~euzan-(3ezedeho) ho-aenmekpeCos dena] +Sin{dehp}} / (noevasuoeue + 

S*E* (2*I*a* a : 1 *km*u0* - 

(2*I*d*h0) *ho+hm oeko*Sin[athn]*Santdehp})y
 (kas2*a0"2) 
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(8*E* (2*1*d*n0) *hoO*hp*2*kO*Sin[d*hm]*Sin[d*hp]) /(kp*2*u0*2) - 
(2*E* (2*1*a*hO) *ho*hm*2*Sin[d*hm})*Sin(d*hp]) /(kO*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hp*2*Sin[(d*hm]*Sin(d*hp]) /(kO*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (2*1*d*h0O) *ho*hp*2*km*2*Sin[d*hm]*Sin[(d*hp]) /(kO*kp*2*uc*2) - 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hp*2*km*Sin[d*hm]*Sin[(@*hp])/(kO*kp*uc*2) - 
(4*E* (2*I*d*n0) *ho*hm*2*kp*Sin(d*hm]*Sin[(d*hp])/(kO*km*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (2*1I*d*hO) *ho*hm*2*kp*2*Sin(d*hm]*Sin[d*hp]) /(kO*km*2*uc*2) - 
(8*E* (2*I*d*hO) #ho*hm*hp*k0*Sin[(d*hp]*2) /(km*kp*u0*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Sin[d*hp)*2) /(kO*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*1*a*hO) *ho*hm*hp*km*Sin[d*hp]*2)/(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *h0*hm*hp*kp*Sin[d*hp]*2) /(kO*km*uc*2)) + 

(E* (~I*ad*h) *ho* ((2*E* (I*d*h0) *hm*hp*Cos(d*hm)*2)/uc*2 + 
(E* (I*d*h0O) *hm*hp*km*Cos[d*hmj*2)/(kp*uc*2) + 
(E* (I*d*h0) *hm*hp*kp*Cos [d*hm)*2) /(km*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*k0*Cos[d*hm]*2)/(km*u0O*uc) <- 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*k0*Cos [d*hm]*2)/(kp*u0*uc) + 
(4*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*Cos[d*hm) *Cos[d*hp]) /uc*2 + 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*km*Cos(d*hm)*Cos[(d*hp]) /(kp*uc*2) + 
(2%E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*kp*Cos[(d*hm]*Cos[d*hp])/(km*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) thm*hp*Cos[d*hp]*2) /uc*2 + 
(E* (I1*d*hO) *hm*hp*km*Cos[d*hp)*2) /{kp*uc*2) + 

. (E* (I*d*h0) *hm*hp*kp*Cos[d*hp)*2) /(km*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*k0*Cos[d*hp]*2) /(km*u0*uc) + 
(2*E* (I*d*h0) *hm*hp*k0*Cos[d*hp]*2)/(kp*u0*uc) + 
(~4*I*E* (I*edeh0) *hoO*hp*Cos[(d*hp)*Sin[d*hm))/(u0*uc) + 
(-4*I*E* (I*d*h0) *ho*hp*km*Cos[d*hp)*Sin[d*hm])/(kp*u0*uc) + 
(2*E* (I*d#h0) *hm*hp*Sin[d*hm]*2) /uc*2 + 
(E* (I*d*h0) *hm*hp*km*Sin[(d*hm]*2)/(kp*uc*2) + 
(E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*kp*Sin(d*hm]*2) /(km*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*k0*Sin[(d*hm]*2)/(km*u0*uc) - 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*k0*Sin[(d*hm}*2)/(kp*u0*uc) + 
(~4*I*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*hm*Cos[d*hm]*Sin(d*hp])/(ud*uc) + 
(~4*I*E* (I*d*hO) *ho*«hm*kp*Cos(d*hm)*Sin[{d*hp))/(km*u0*uc) - 
(E* (I*d*h0) *hm*2*Sin(d*hm]*Sin(d*hp]) /uc*2 - 
(E* (I*d*h0) *hp*2*Sin[(d*hm)*Sin[d*hp]) /uc*2 - 
(E* (I*d*h0O) *hp*2*#km*2*Sin[(d*hm]*Sin[d*hp]) /(kp*2*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (I*dth0) *hp*2*km*Sin[d*hm]*Sin[d*hp]) /(kp*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*2*kp*Sin[d*hm]*Sin[d*hp]) /(km*uc*2) - 
(E* (I*d*hO) *#hm*2*kp*2*Sin[d#hm]*Sin[d*hp]) /(km*2*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (I*d*h0O) *#hm*2*k0*Sin(d*hm]*Sin[(d*hp]) /(km*u0*uc) + 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hp*2*ko0*km*Sin[d*hm]*Sin[d*hp])/(kp*2*u0*uc) + 
(2*E* (I *d*hO) *hp*2*k0*Sin[(d*hm)*Sin[d*hp]) /(kp*u0*uc) - 
(2*E* (I*d*h0O) #hm*2*kO*kp*Sin[(d*hm]*Sin[d*hp]) /(km*2*u0*uc) + 
(2*E* (I*d*h0) *hm*hp*Sin[{d*hp)*2) /uc*2 + 
(E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*km*Sin[{da*hpj]*2) /(kp*uc*2) + 
(E* (I*d*hO) *hm*«hp*kp*Sin[(d*hp]*2) /(km*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*k0*Sin[d*hp]*2) /(km*u0*uc) + 
(2*E* (I*d*hO) *hm*hp*k0*Sin[d*hp]*2) / (kp*u0*uc) ) ) / 

(kO* ¢(-8*E* (2*I*d*hO0) *ho*hm*hp*k0*Cos[d*hm]*2) /(km*kp*u0*2) + 

(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Cos[d*hm}*2) /(kO*uc*2) + 
(2%E* (2*1*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*km*Cos(d*hm)*2) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I1*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*kp*Cos(d*hm]*2) /(kO*#km*uc*2) + 
(16*E* (2*I*d*h0) *ho*hm*hp*k0*Cos([(d*hm] *Cos[d*hp)) / (km*kp*u0*2) + 
(8*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*ehm*hp*Cos [(a*hm]) *Cos(d*hp)) /(kO*#uc*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*km*Cos([d*hm)*Cos(d*hp)) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(48E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*thp*kp*Cos (d*hm)*Cos({d*hp]) /(kO*#km*uc*2) - 
(8*E* (2*1*a*n0) *hO*hm*hp*k0*Cos[d*hp)*2) /(km*kp*u0*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Cos(d*hp)*2) /(kO*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*1*dth0) *ho*hm*hp*km*Cos [d*hp]*2) /(k0*kp*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*kp*Cos[d*hp]*2) /(kO*km*uc*2) + 
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(-8*1I*E* (2*I*d*hO) *hO*2*hp*Cos[{d*hp]*Sin[(d*hm])/(kO*uO*uc) + 
(~8*I*E* (2*I*a*hO) *hm*2*hp*k0*Cos[(d*hp}*Sin(d*hm)) /(km*2*u0*uc) + 
(-8*I*E* (2*I*a*h0) *hm*2*hp*k0*Cos[d*hp]*Sin[d*hm]) /(km*kp*u0*uc) + 
(-8*I*E* (2%I*d*hO) *nh0O*2*hp*km*Cos(d*hp)*Sin[d*hm]) /(kO*kp*uO*uc) - 
(8*E* (2*1*d*hO) *ho*ehm*ehp*k0*Sin[(d*hm])*2) /(km*kp*u0*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*a*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Sin(d*hm]*2) /(kO*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*1*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*km*Sin(d*hmj*2) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*a*hO) *hoO*hm*ehp*kp*Sin[(d*hm}*2) /(kO*km*uc*2) + 
(-8* I *E* (2*1*d*hO) *hO*2*hm*Cos(d*hmj*Sin[(d*hpj) /(kO*u0*uc) + 
(-8* I *E* (2*I*d*hO) *hm*hp*2*k0*Cos[d*hm)*Sin(d*hp])/(kp*2*u0*uc) + 
(-8*I*E* (2*I*d*hO) *hm*hp*2*ko*Cos(d*hmj*Sin(a*hp])/(km*kp*u0*uc) + 
(-8*I*E* (2*I*d*hO) *hO*2*hm*kp*Cos(d*hm]*Sin[d*hp]) /(kO*km*u0*uc) - 
(8*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*2*k0O*Sin[d*hm] *Sin[d*hp]) /(km*2*u0*2) - 
(8*E* (2*1*d*hO0) *ho*hp*2*kO*Sin[(d*hm}*Sin(d*hp}) /(kp*2*u0*2) - 
(2*E* (2*1*d*h0) tho*hm*2*Sin(d*thmj*Sin[d*hp]})/(kO*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hp*2*Sin[d*hm] *Sin[d*hp}) /(kO*uc*2) - 
(2*E* (2*I*da*hO) *ho*hp*2*km*2*Sin(d*hmj)*Sin(dad*hp])/(kO*kp*2*uc*2) - 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hp*2*km*Sin[d*hm] *Sin[a@*hp]) /(kO*kp*uc*2) - 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) tho*hm*2*kp*Sin(d*hm]*Sin(d*hp})/(kO*km*tuc*2) - 
(2*E* (2*I*da*hO) *hoehm*2*kp*2*Sin[d*hm)*Sin[d*hp]) /(koO*km*2*uc*2) - 
(8*E* (2*I*a*hO) *hO*hm*hp*k0*Sin(d*hp]*2) /(km*kp*u0*2) + 
(4*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*Sin[d*hp]*2) /(kO*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*km*Sin[d*hp)*2) /(kO*kp*uc*2) + 
(2*E* (2*I*d*hO) *ho*hm*hp*kp*Sin(d*hp]*2) / (kO*km*uc~*2) )) 
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Appendix F 

Asymptotic Expansion 

The intent of the following discussion is not to provide a detailed 

comprehensive guide to asymptotic analysis; instead, the inexperienced reader 

is referred to a number of excellent introductory books and book chapters 

[Bleistein and Handelsman, 1986], [Felsen and Marcuvitz, 1973] and [Bender 

and Orszag, 1978]. For the purposes of this thesis, a number of fundamental 

theorems, definitions, and applicable results provides sufficient background for 

integrals that will be encountered. The following discussion is limited to first 

order solutions; if higher order solutions are desired, one is again referred to 

literature sources. 

In essence, asymptotic analysis is "that branch of mathematics devoted to 

the study of the behavior of functions at and near given points in their domain of 

definition." [Bleistein and Handelsman, 1986] In electromagnetics, asymptotic 

expansions of integrals typically arise when one desires to extract useful 

physical information from integral representations of field quantities. Integral 

expressions commonly arise as solutions to radiation, scattering, and diffraction 

problems in unbounded space. 

The general integral expression that is to be studied takes the form 

1(Q) = [az g(zjeo"" (F-1) 
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where g(z) and w(z) are analytic functions of the complex variable z along the 

path of integration P. Many authors first specialize the general case (F-1) into 

three more specific integral types: 

(i) P describes the real axis and w(z) is purely real. Such integrals are 

Laplace type integrals and have a decaying integrand as z| — 00; 

(i) P describes the real axis and w(z) is imaginary. These integrals are 

called Fourier integrals and exhibit oscillatory behavior as |z| — 0; 

(ii) P describes a general path in the complex plane. These integrals 

must be evaluated by the method of steepest descents (saddle-point 

method). 

For each of these cases, specific integration techniques have been developed to 

analyze the behavior of /(Q) for large Q (Q—> 0). Although many authors 

examine the behavior of each integral class independently, such an approach 

will not be adopted here. Cases (/) and (if) are actually specialized cases of (iif), 

therefore the focus of this discussion will be directed toward tackling the more 

general steepest descents type integrations; however, brief qualitative 

descriptions of both cases (/) and (i/) are presented. 

The general technique of Laplace-type integration follows. Suppose that 

along a real path of integration there exists a critical point z, such that w(z,) has 

a global maximum (i.e., w(z,) > w(z) for all z along the path). Asymptotic 

expressions are approximations for large real Q, thus whenever w(z) is 

  

is likewise maximum. Away from the critical point, leon 
  

maximum, leo 

decreases very rapidly, therefore it is intuitive to expect that the main 

contribution to the integral arises in the neighborhood of the critical point. The 

natural approximation then is to approximate the integral by its integrand near 
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the critical point and disregard the residual contributions from the remainder of 

the integration along P. With this assumption, one can substitute g(z,) for g(z) 

provided g(z)is analytic at the critical point and varies more slowly than the 

complex exponential. To approximate the remaining integration of the 

exponential, w(z) is replaced by a truncated power series expansion about the 

Critical point; the number of terms retained in the expansion dictates the order of 

the approximation. The exponential term is then integrated using standard 

integration techniques. 

Fourier-type integration requires the method of stationary-phase. Again 

consider a path of integration along the real axis, but with w(z) purely imaginary. 

One searches for stationary points where the phase, Im|w(z)], is stationary 

(unvarying); such points are given by a vanishing first derivative. Now 

considering large ©, only stationary points will contribute significantly to the 

integral; away from the stationary point the phase is oscillating so quickly that 

any positive contribution is almost immediately nulled by a negative contribution 

on the next half-cycle, thus the integration over the remainder of the path is 

inconsequential. The procedure for evaluating Fourier-type integrals is similar to 

Laplace-type integrals: given a stationary point z,, substitute g(z,) for g{z), 

express w(z) as a truncated power series about z,, and perform the remaining 

integration. 

The steepest-descent method embodies concepts of both Laplace and 

Fourier-type integrations. Without formal justification, look for critical points z, 

dw(z) 
  called saddle points, where Re[w(z,)|> Re[w(z)] and 

  
vez, = O. For 

notational purposes, denote z=x+iy and w(z) = u(x, y)+iv(x,y). Saddle points 

are not only stationary points in the Fourier sense, but are also local maxima in 
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the Laplace sense; it is now apparent why Fourier and Laplace integrations are 

special cases of the steepest descent integration. Before continuing, some 

useful definitions are appropriate [Bleistein and Handelsman, 1975]: 

DEFINITION Let z, = x, +iy, be a point in [an analytic region] D. Then a 

direction away from z =z, in which u decreases from the value u(x,,y,) is called 
a direction of descent from z’= z,. In an analogous way we define a direction of 

ascent as a direction away from z =z, in which u(x, y) increases from the value 

u(x,,y,). 

DEFINITION If C is a directed curve from the point z = z, to the not necessarily 

finite point z = z, and is such that its tangent is always in a direction of descent 

(ascent), then C is called a path of descent (ascent). 

DEFINITION A directed curve whose tangent at each point has a direction of 
steepest descent (ascent) is called a path of steepest descent (ascent). 

Typical of mathematics and physics texts, the previous definitions (quoted 

directly from the source) use imaginary i dependence rather than /; the results 

can be extended to / with the substitution i + — 7. Now, given a saddle-point (as 

in Figure F-1) the integration path must be chosen. As the technique's name 

implies, a steepest descent path is appropriate because one desires Re[w(z)] to 

decay as quickly as possible to ensure negligible contributions away from the 

saddle point. The task at hand is to choose such a path. For first order saddle 

points, Theorem 7.1 of Bleistein and Handelsman states: 

THEOREM Suppose 
2 

aw z=z, 4) aw z=2, ae™, a>0. (F-2) 
dz '""* dz" 

lf z—z, = pe’®, then the directions of steepest descent are 6 = -Z+p+ )s for 

p=9,1. 
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u = u(x, y) 

“ u = u(xo, Yo) 

> Rey      

   

  
a 

u(x, y) = u(X9, Yo) 

Figure F-1 : The surface u(x, y) near a (simple) saddle point. 
[Reproduced from Bleistein and Handelsman, 1986.] 

Now, given this steepest descent path through the saddle points, the integration 

(F-1) can be performed if one can justify deforming the integration path from P 

to a steepest descent path SDP. Typically the justification is trivial: assuming 

one encounters no singularities, the path may be deformed by a simple 

application of Cauchy's theorem. 

With the new (steepest descent) integration path, the integration can be 

performed by only considering contributions near the saddle points. By doing so, 

one must guarantee that the remainder of the path follows a level lower than that 
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of the saddle point; failure to do so will result in pernaps a gross approximation 

error. 

Consider now the specific analytic details of the steepest descent 

integration. Recall that the desired integral (F-1) can, under certain necessary 

circumstances, be written as 

1(Q)= [azg(zeo, (F-3) 
SDP 

where the path is such that Im| w(z)] is constant. A first order saddle point lies at 

z,. Now, using a change of variables w(z) = 1(s) = w(z,)—s? then the path in the s 

domain becomes one such that In] (s)|= const = 0. The integral can then be 

dz dz -2s 
written 7(Q) =e?) [dsG(s)e% where G(s) = f(z)— and = . Next, 

ds ds w'(z) 

expand G(s) in a McClauren series (power series about 0) and retain only the 

first correction term, i.e., G(s) » G(0)+G’(0)s. By application of L'Hopitals rule, 

. The correct root of the square root function is   one finds G(o) = f(z,) at 

determined by the sign of w’'(z,). Since ds is positive along the path of 

integration, one must choose the root such that arg(dz) at z, is that of are =] at 

s=0. Then, the remaining integral is 

1(Q) xG(0) eo") fase = G(0)e™*) 7°(Q) (F-4) 

The integral can be evaluated by the following technique: 

co wo Oo @ A 

I'(Q)= [dse™ =2[dse?* =] dt | ase . (F-5) 
-oO 0 0 0 
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Letting s=rcos@ and ¢=rsin6@ in the first quadrant, we have 

o le i 
1'(Q) == | foe] a eo | (F-6) 

0 0 

If, furthermore, k =p’ so dk =2pdp, 

wo y 

1'(Q) == 1% J the = fe | (F-7) 

Then, the desired result is given by 

(Q)~+ ne o(z,) em) for w"(z,)2 0. (F-8) 

As an example of this technique, Bleistein and Handelsman present an excellent 

discussion of the asymptotic approximation of the Hankel function of first kind. 
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Appendix G 

Mathematica Programs 

The following pages contain the Mathematica programs for generating 

plots of the radiation pattern and for computing the directivity of the chirostrip 

point dipole antenna. In general, the algorithm evaluates the matrix elements 

(cf. Eq. 3.7.4) and computes the radiation fields given by (4.2.12). The directivity 

is computed by direct integration of the radiation pattern. The programs are well 

documented and should be readily understandable. 
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(* This procedure determines the radiation pattern for any general plane 
of interest. Note that if a constant theta plane is desired, azpatch.m 
is a more appropriate routine. *) 

(* Constants *) 
uO = 4 Pi 10*(-7)//N (* permeability of free space *) 
eO = 8.854 10% (-12)//N (* permitivity of free space *) 
c = 3 10*8//N (* speed of light *) 

(* Parameters *) 
f = 3 10°*9//N (* frequency for normalization*) 
ad = 3 10*(-2)//N (* thickness of substrate. d/l = .3 *) 
psic = 0.000 (* chirality admittance of substrate *) 
ec = 2 e0 (* permitivity of substrate *) 
uc = ud (* permeability of substrate *) 

(* Analysis equations *) 
w= 2 Pi £//N (* radian frequency *) 
lamda = c/f//N (* wavelength *) 
kO = 2 Pi / lamda//N (* free-space wavenumber *) 

km = -w uc psic + w Sqrt[uc ec + uc uc psic psic]//N (* chiral wavenumber *) 
kp = wi uc psic + w Sqrt[uc ec + uc uc psic psic]//N (* chiral wavenumber *) 

ho[t_) := kO Cos[t]//N 
hp(t_) := Sqrt{kp kp - (kO Sin[{t])*2] //N 
hm(t_] := Sqrt{km km - (kO Sin{t])*2]  //N 

T[t_] := {{Exp[{-I hO[t] d), Exp[(-I ho[t) dj, 

» \ ct 
—
i
 It 

ow ~ es
 

ct
 

i
)
 

t 
tl 

2I (hm[t]/km Sin[hp[t] d] + hp(t]/kp Sin[(hm[{t) 4)), 
-2(Cos[hp[t] d] - Cos{hm{t] d])}, 

{ho[t}/kO Exp[-I hO[t] a], -hO[t}/kO Exp[-I ho[t} 4], 
-2 hp(t)/kp hm[(t)/km (Cos[{hp(t] d] - Cos[hm(t] d]), 
2 I (hp{t)/kp Sin[{hp[t] dj + hm[(t}/km Sin(hm(t] d})}, 

{kO/u0O Exp[-I ho[t] dj, - k0O/uoO Exp({-I hO[(t] dj, 
2 I (kp+km) /(2uc) (hm(t)/km Sin({hp[(t]) d]-hp[t])/kp Sin{hm[(t] d]), 
-2 (kp + km)/(2 uc) (Cos{hp[t] d) + Cos[{hm[t]) d])}, 

{ho[t]/uo Exp[-I hO(t} d], hO[(t]/uO Exp[-I hO[t] a], 
-2 (kptkm)/(2 uc) hp(t)/kp hm[(t]/km (Cos(hp[(t] d]+Cos[hm[t]) d]), 

2 I (kpt+km) /(2uc) (hp(t)/kp Sin[hp[t] d] - hm{t)/km Sin[(hm[(t] a})}} // 

{{-Exp[{I ho[t] d]}, {hO[t])/kO Exp[I hO[t]} d]}, 
{-kO/u0 Exp(I hO[t) d]}, {hO[(t]/uO Exp[I hO[{t} d]}} //N 

{{-Exp[I hO[t]) d]},{-hO(t}/k0O Exp[{I hO[t] aj}, 
{k0/u0 Exp[I hO[t) d)}, {hO[(t]/uO Exp[I hO[t] d)}} //N 

Inverse[{T[t]] . Al[t] //N 
Inverse(T[(t]] . A2[t] //N 

B1(t)(€1))(f1)] /{N 
Bl(tj((2]}((1)) {{N 
B1(t}((3))((2)] /{N 
B1(tj}((4)1001]) //N 

= B2(t){(1]]((1)] //N 
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bw(t_] := B2[(t}((2]]((1]] /{N 
dv[t_] := B2[(t)((3])((1)] /{N 
dw{t_] := B2(t)((4))((1)) //N 

(* Phi component of radiation pattern *) 
Fp[p_, t_] := Exp[-I kO d Cos[t] } * 

((av(t] + aw{t] + bv({t] + bw({t] + 2 Exp[2 I kO d Cos[t]]) Sin[p) - 
I(av[t] + aw(t] - bv(t] - bw[t]) Cos[t] Cos[p]) //N 

(* Theta component of radiation pattern *) 
Ft(p_, t_} := Exp[(-I k0O d Cos[(t) ) * 

(-I(av[t] - aw[t]) + bv[t] - bw[t]) Sin(p] + 
(-av(t] + aw(t] + bv[(t] - bw[t] + 2 Exp[2 I kO d Cos[t]]) Cos[t]) Cos[p]) //N 

(* Polarization insensitive pattern *) 

Pat(p_, t_] := Sqrt[Abs[Ft[p,t]]*2 + Abs[Fp[p,t]]*2]//N 

(* Plot parameters *) 
theta = Pi/4//N 
tp = Table[{i, Abs[Pat({i, theta]*2]}, {i, -Pi/2, Pi/2, Pi/80}j//N 

phi = Pi/2//N 
tp = Table{{i, Abs[{Pat(phi, i]*2]}, {i, 0, 2 Pi, Pi/40}]//N 
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(* Procedures to calculate directivity of short dipole printed on 
a chiral substrate for varying values of dielectric thickness, 
permitivity, and chirality. *) 

* Constants *) 

uO = 4 Pi 10*(-7)//N (* free space permeability *) 
eo = 8.854 10*(-12)//N (* free space permitivity *) 
c = 3 10°*8//N (* speed of light *) 

(* Plot Data for azimuthal angle *) 
(* note: five degree increments *) 
plotPoints = 72 (* number of azimuthal points *) 
incr = 2 Pi/plotPoints//N (* increment in azimuth *) 

(* Initial Values *) 
f = 3 10°9//N (* excitation frequency *) 
d=1 _10*(~2) //N (* depth of substrate -> d/lamda = .1 *) 
psic -000 (* chirality parameter *) 
ec = 2 eo //N (* dielectric permittivity *) 
uc = ud (* dielectric permeability *) 
index = 1 (* theta index *) 
plotnum = 1 (* refernce plot number *) 

(* Increments *) 
thetaincr = 5 Pi/1s0 //N (* 5 degrees increments *) 
dincr = 1 10*(-2)//N (* .1 d/lamda increment *) 
psicincr = .0005 (* chirality increment *) 
ecincr = 4 e0//N (* permitivity increment *) 

(* Loops to fill array of pattern values *) 
Dof{ 

ec = 2 e0//N, (* initialize permeability *) 

Do[{ 
psic = 0.000, (* initialize chirality *) 

Do[{ 
index = 1, (* initialize theta index *) 
theta = 0//N, (* initialize theta *) 

Do[{ 
kO = 2 Pi / lamda //N, (* set free-space wave number *) 
w= 2 Pif //N, (* set radian frequency *) 
lamda = c/f //N, (* set wavelength *) 
km = -w uc psic + w Sqrt[uc ec + uc uc psic psic]//N, 
kp = w uc psic + w Sqrt[uc ec + uc uc psic psic] //N, 

(* set chiral wave numbers *) 
ho = kO Cos(theta])//N, 
hp = Sqrt[kp kp - (kO Sin[theta])*2] //N, 
hm = Sqrt[km km - (kO Sin[theta])*2] //N, 

(* set transverse chiral wave numbers *) 

T = N({{Exp[(-I ho a], 
Exp[-I ho dj], 
2I (hm/km Sin(hp dj + hp/kp Sin{(hm d}), 
-2(Cos[hp dj} - Cos(hm dj)}, 

{n0/kO Exp[-I ho d], 
-ho0/kO Exp[-I ho dj, 
-2 hp/kp hm/km (Cos(hp d) - Cos[(hm dj), 
2 I (hp/kp Sin(hp d) + hm/km Sin{hm d@))}, 

{k0/uoO Exp[-I ho dj, 
-k0/u0 Exp[(-I ho dj, 
2 I (kptkm)/(2 uc) (hm/km Sin[hp dad] - hp/kp Sin[hm d)), 
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-2 (kp + km)/(2 uc) (Cos[hp da] + Cos{hm d]})}, 
{ho/uO Exp[-I ho dj, 

ho/uO Exp[-I ho dj, 
-2 (kptkm)/(2 uc) hp/kp hm/km (Cos(hp dj + Cos[hm dj), 
2 I (kptkm)/(2 uc) (hp/kp Sin[hp d]-hm/km Sin[hm da])}}], 

Al = N[{{-Exp[I hO @]}, {h0/kO Exp[I ho d]}, 
{-k0/u0 Exp[I hO d]}, {h0/u0 Exp[I ho d]}}], 

A2 = N({{-Exp([I hO d}},{-h0/kO Exp[I ho d}}, 
{k0/uO Exp{I.hO d}}, {h0/uO Exp[I hO daj]}}], 

Bl = N[Inverse[T] . All, 
B2 = N[Inverse[(T] . A2], 

av = B1((1))[[1)} //N, 
aw = B1((2))[(1]] //N, 
cv = B1((3))((1)] //N, 
cw = B1((4)){f1)] /{N, 

by = B2((1])((1]} //®, 
bw = B2[(2)]((21]] //N, 
dv = B2((3))((1)] JIN, 
dw = B2((4]]((1]] //N, 

Fp(p_]) := N(Exp[(-I kO d Cos[theta]} ] * 
((av + aw + bv + bw + 2 Exp[2 I kO dad Cos[theta]]) Sin[p] - 
I(av + aw - bv - bw) Cos[(theta] Cos{p])}J//N, 

(* phi component of radiation pattern *) 

Ft(p_] := N[Exp[(-I kO da Cos[{theta] j * 
(-I(av - aw + bv - bw) Sin[p] + 
(~av+aw+bv-bwt+2Exp[2 I kO d Cos[theta]]})Cos[theta]Cos[p])]//N, 

(* theta component of radiation pattern *) 

Pat(p_] := N(Sqrt[Abs[Ft(p]]*2 + Abs[Fp[(p]]*2]]//N, 
(* Overall pattern *) 

s[index] = Table[Abs(Pat[i}], {i, 0, 2 Pi, incr}]//N, 
(* Table for all azimuth angles *) 

index = index +1, (* prepare for next theta value *) 
theta=thetat+thetaincr}, {19}], 

fp = {s[{i]},s(2},s(3],s(4],s(5],s(6],s[(7],s[8], 
s(9],s[(10],s[11],s(12],s[13],s[14],s[15], 
s[16],s(17],s[18], s{19]}, 

(* array for all theta, phi values *) 

Block[{xx, yy}, { 

xx = 1, 
mmax = 0, (* max pattern value for normalization *) 

Do({yy = l, 
Do[ { 

mmax = If{ fp({(xx]](fyy]}> mmax, fp[((xx]](Lyy]], mmax], 
yy = yy + 1}, {plotPoints}], 

xx = xx + 1}, {19}]}], 

dj 
di 

5 Pi/180//N, (* delta theta *) 
5 Pi/180//N, (* delta phi *) 

SS = aj di/mmax/mmax Sum[( Sum[( (fp[((jj))({ii]}])*2 Sin[(jj-1)* 
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_thetaincr+thetaincr/2), 
{di 1, 7241, 

{JJ, 1, 18})]//N, 

DD[plotnum] = 4 Pi/SS//N, (* Directivity *) 
Print {plotnum, " max ", mmax, " ", psic, " ", N[{ec/ed], 

" ", N{d/lamdaj, " --> ", DD[{plotnum])]), 

plotnum = plotnum +1, 
psic=psic+psicincr}, {11}], (* increment chirality *) 

ec = ec + ecincr}, {3}], (* increment permitivity *), 

ad = a+ dincr}, {4}] (* increment thickness *) 
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